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The flow dimension parameter n, derived from the Generalized Radial Flow model, is a valuable tool to
investigate the actual flow regimes that really occur during a pumping test rather than suppose them
to be radial, as postulated by the Theis-derived models. A numerical approach has shown that, when
the flow dimension is not radial, using the derivative analysis rather than the conventional Theis and
Cooper-Jacob methods helps to estimate much more accurately the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer.
Although n has been analysed in numerous studies including field-based studies, there is a striking lack of
knowledge about its occurrence in nature and how it may be related to the hydrogeological setting. This
study provides an overview of the occurrence of n in natural aquifers located in various geological
contexts including crystalline rock, carbonate rock and granular aquifers. A comprehensive database is
compiled from governmental and industrial sources, based on 69 constant-rate pumping tests. By means
of a sequential analysis approach, we systematically performed a flow dimension analysis in which
straight segments on drawdown-log derivative time series are interpreted as successive, specific and
independent flow regimes. To reduce the uncertainties inherent in the identification of n sequences,
we used the proprietary SIREN code to execute a dual simultaneous fit on both the drawdown and the
drawdown-log derivative signals. Using the stated database, we investigate the frequency with which
the radial and non-radial flow regimes occur in fractured rock and granular aquifers, and also provide
outcomes that indicate the lack of applicability of Theis-derived models in representing nature. The
results also emphasize the complexity of hydraulic signatures observed in nature by pointing out n
sequential signals and non-integer n values that are frequently observed in the database.
 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The discrepancy between the complexity of real flow behavior
and the simplicity of analytical flow models makes the interpreta-
tion of transient well tests an ambiguous and imprecise task.
Hydrogeology practitioners routinely interpret constant-rate
pumping tests by matching theoretical type-curves obtained from
Theis-derived models, thus ignoring the real flow regime that
occurs during the test and neglecting the idealized Theis assump-
tions that suppose a totally penetrating well, the homogeneity of
the aquifer and the infinite acting radial flow. This matching proce-
dure, or ‘‘fit”, requires the practitioner to make the implicit postu-
late that the flow regime is cylindrical-radial. The term ‘‘flow
regime” refers here to the pressure behavior and does not relate
to any laminar or turbulent flow regimes, as defined by the Rey-
nold number. While cylindrical-radial flow is a common pumpingtest response, the careful examination of well test results from a
variety of geologic environments reveals that other, non-
cylindrical-radial flows are also common and that they may change
over the course of a well test. Theis-derived models are only valid
for cylindrical-radial flow. Their application to systems with non-
cylindrical-radial behaviors may lead to a significant degree of
error, leading to a poor understanding of the hydrodynamic behav-
ior of the aquifer and requiring a substantial degree of approxima-
tion when estimating the aquifer’s hydraulic properties. As stated
by Le Borgne et al. (2004), the estimation of the transmissivity T
and the storage coefficient S depend directly on the flow dimension
value as T ¼ b3n:K and S ¼ b3n:Ss. This paper uses an extensive
database of both fractured and non-fractured environments to
show that non-cylindrical-radial flow regimes are widespread,
and must be considered in the analysis of well test data.
One of the fundamental issues in hydrogeology is the capability
of estimating aquifer’s hydraulic parameters in a more representa-
tive and accurate manner. For instance, hydraulic conductivity (K)
is an essential parameter used to characterize groundwater flow
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et al., 2010; Barlow and Coupe, 2012) and delineate wellhead pro-
tection areas (WHPA) (Bear and Jacobs, 1965; Wyssling, 1979;
Todd, 1980; Grubb, 1993). It is essential to reduce the degree of
uncertainty of K because this value controls the size, shape and
location of wellhead capture zones (Bhatt, 1993; Forster, et al.,
1997; Fadlelmawla and Dawoud, 2006; Paradis et al., 2007; Barry
et al., 2009).
In 1989 in the petroleum literature, Bourdet et al. proposed that
in addition to plotting the pressure data p, practitioners and mod-
ellers should also plot the pressure derivative signal dp/dlogt. This
is easily implemented in hydrogeology in the form of the draw-
down log-derivative signal ds/dlogt (Renard et al., 2009). Rather
than using a simple drawdown signal s, the derivative approach
makes the signal much more sensitive to small variations of draw-
down. The diagnostic plots, representing the combined plots of
both s and ds/dlogt versus time, are thus used in particular to
improve the interpretation of constant-rate pumping tests. Two
different methods can be employed to interpret this derivative sig-
nal: matching type curves over the entire signal or decomposing
the signal into straight lines. In the first method, an analytical flow
model is selected and its theoretical curve is matched to the
derivative data. The match is generally performed using automatic
best-fitting codes (Leveinen et al., 1998; Kuusela-Lahtinen et al.,
2003; Verbovšek, 2009). To select the analytical model that most
suitably represents the real flow regime, ds/dlogt is considered.
The second method is a straight-line analysis that consists in
decomposing the hydraulic signal into straight lines that are inter-
preted separately from each other in terms of their hydrodynamic
behavior. Usually plotted on a log-log scale, the diagnostic plots
make it possible to better take into consideration the heterogeneity
of aquifers. Using this sequential approach of flow regimes, the
hydraulic properties of the aquifer can be estimated according to
the TDS (Tiab’s Direct Synthesis) philosophy (Tiab 1994, 1995).
This approach, chiefly used in the petroleum literature, establishes
equations based on the intersections points and slopes of the ds/
dlogt straight lines to estimate the parameters of the well and of
the aquifer that control the flow regime. Petroleum researchers
developed equations for specific conceptual models established
in view of determining parameters such as: permeability, skin fac-
tor, wellbore storage coefficient, hydraulic conductivity of frac-
tures, half-fracture length and drainage area (Tiab, 2005; Escobar
et al., 2007; Escobar et al., 2010, Escobar et al., 2012).
The flow dimension is a parameter proposed by Barker in 1988.
It expresses the evolution of the shape of the pressure-front pulse
as it diffuses through the aquifer during the transient stage of
pumping. The flow dimension identifies, by a value n = 2, the
occurrence of a cylindrical-radial flow regime during the pumping
test, associated with a zero slope of ds/dlogt when plotted on the
log-log axis. The non-cylindrical-radial flow dimensions are easily
recognised when ds/dlogt displays a rising straight line (positive
slope) for n < 2, and a declining straight line (negative slope) for
n > 2. The interpretation of pumping tests, supposing cylindrical-
radial flow, is thus performed more accurately and swiftly by easily
detecting when the Theis-derived assumptions are suitable. This
better compliance with assumed and real flow geometries may
reduce uncertainties in the determination of hydraulic properties.
As stated by Black (1994), if the flow dimension is assumed to be
2 while in fact it is closer to 1, the hydraulic diffusivity will be
underestimated. Furthermore, for the specific case of n = 2, K is
directly estimated from the y-axis intercept of ds/dlogt on log-log
scales (Barker, 1988). For cases where a vertical fault produces a
bilinear flow regime (n = 1.5), Rafini and Larocque (2009, 2012)
developed an equation that makes it possible to estimate K graph-
ically, without type-curve matching. The most significant advan-
tage of the flow dimension lies in the fact that it provides arelationship between the drawdown log-derivative signal and the
flow regime occurring during the pumping test, for any hydrody-
namic circumstance (cylindrical-radial and non-cylindrical-radial
flow regimes). The ds/dlogt approach significantly improves the
transient test interpretation method because makes it possible to
investigate the flow regimes detected by the transient test, instead
of assuming them. Despite its diagnostic potential for interpreting
transient well tests, the n parameter is still seldom used, due to the
difficulty of relating the flow dimension values to conceptual aqui-
fer conditions such as flow patterns and geological settings. So far,
only a few values of n have been assigned a physical interpretation,
and thus its diagnostic potential remains only partially exploited.
Advances in the conceptual understanding of n have been
achieved though several numerical modelling studies. These stud-
ies concentrate on the influence exerted by various configurations
or mechanisms on the ds/dlogt signal. We may mention research
works that have focused on: the geometry of the boundaries
(Beauheim and Roberts, 1998; Walker and Roberts, 2003;
Escobar et al., 2005, 2007), the wellbore effects (Jourde et al.,
2002b; Escobar et al., 2012), the properties of fractured rock
(Jourde et al., 2002a; Cello et al., 2009) and the properties of faults
(Gringarten et al., 1974; Cinco-Ley et al., 1978; Abbaszadeh and
Cinco-Ley, 1995; Rafini and Larocque 2009, 2012). These studies
contributed to the evolution of the physical conceptualization of
flow regimes. They proposed specific conceptual models to inter-
pret the flow geometry, the configuration of the hydraulic proper-
ties and the boundary conditions of a specific flow regime
sequence.
In the literature, the flow dimension parameter is sporadically
used to characterize the hydraulic properties of aquifers
(Leveinen et al., 1998; Liang et al., 2012). Only a few studies have
described the frequency of occurrence of n in nature: one in dolo-
mite (Verbovšek, 2009, 2011), one in fractured limestone (Audouin
and Bodin, 2008), one in fractured crystalline rock (Kuusela-
Lahtinen et al., 2003) and one in weathered crystalline rock
(Maréchal et al., 2004). Other studies have provided specific case
study analyses: one in granitic and carbonate rocks (Bangoy
et al., 1992), one in poorly-weathered crystalline rock (Leveinen,
2000), sixteen in evaporite deposits (Beauheim and Roberts,
2002) and five in fractured rock aquifers (Lods and Gouze, 2004).
These studies showed that the majority of n values lie within a
range of 1–3 and that the radial flow dimension is seldom observed
(Table 4). The authors (Kuusela-Lahtinen et al., 2003; Audouin and
Bodin, 2008; Verbovšek, 2009) each analyzed only one geological
family. They limited themselves to correlating the distribution of
n with the geology, but did not propose a hypothesis regarding
the conceptual model or the geological facies that provide the
water supply and control the flow regimes. Furthermore, the
majority of the wells analyzed in these studies belong to the same
aquifer. The observations and conclusions of these studies should
be examined by comparing aquifers in various locations.
This article proposes to open novel perspectives as it examines
the distribution of n in various geological environments in nature.
We examine constant-rate pumping tests (lasting 3.1 days on aver-
age) performed in various aquifers composed of fluvio-glacial
deposits, crystalline and carbonate rocks. This study has two main
objectives: i) to survey the suitability of Theis and Theis-derived
model assumptions for reproducing flow dimensional behaviors
in natural aquifers, ii) to provide objective and comprehensive
records of occurrences of natural flow dimension, with insights
on the relationships between n and the features of various different
aquifers. Over the last three decades, flow dimensions have been
subjectively reported in the literature in the context of introduc-
tions of published articles describing specific interpretative mod-
els. The real distribution of flow dimension values in various
types of natural media have remained undocumented, even though
Fig. 1. Conceptual Theis model (1935) representing its main assumptions. The thick
arrows represent the flow induced by the pumping test. In these IARF conditions,
the cross-flow area A(r) extends radially in the form of cylinders and the pressure
front pulse expands radially in the form of concentric circles having a radius r(t).
This flow behavior is called the cylindrical-radial flow regime.
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tor of the physical attributes of an aquifer. Comparing flow dimen-
sion distribution patterns against their associated geological
frameworks will provide insights about their possible conceptual
interpretation. This study is the first to attempt to perform a statis-
tical analysis of the flow dimensions observed in nature, based on a
sequential derivative analysis, and to provide an initial portrait of
the flow dimension distribution in both fractured rock aquifers
and fluvio-glacial deposits. In an n-sequential analysis, the log-
log plot of the drawdown log-derivative signal is considered a diag-
nostic tool. It is used to help interpret the flow geometry, the aqui-
fer geometry and the heterogeneity of hydraulic properties, all
there of which are detected as the pressure font pulse expands
through the aquifer. We will firstly review the basic concepts of
the GRF model, and then propose a reinterpretation of transient
pumping tests conducted in wells. To this end we will use a data-
base derived from 69 constant-rate pumping tests (lasting 3.1 days
on average) conducted in the framework of consulting projects for
municipal groundwater supplies in the Province of Quebec,
Canada, in France and in Tunisia. A flow-dimension-sequence diag-
nostic approach is adopted for this reinterpretation of pumping
tests, meaning that each slope of the drawdown log-derivative sig-
nal is interpreted as a specific and independent flow regime. Such
analysis may be efficiently performed using the proprietary SIREN
code, specifically designed to routinely interpret flow dimension
sequences by simultaneously fitting drawdown and drawdown
log-derivative data, respectively, on semi-log and log-log plots.
This approach combines the advantages of both plots: the former
is weakly influenced by pumping rate changes but grossly insensi-
tive to flow regime, the latter is highly sensitive to flow regime
changes but subject to strong noise effects due, for instance, to
pumping rate instabilities. This study aims at contributing to our
understanding of the physical interpretation of n through a statis-
tical analysis of its natural occurrences in various geological media
and by comparing the hydrodynamic interpretation of n against
the conceptual models of the geology surrounding the wells.
Finally, some ideas will be discussed regarding current practices
in hydrogeology and the diagnostic potential of an approach which
combines conventional plots, drawdown log-derivative plots and
flow dimension analysis. While an extensive review of interpreta-
tive models using log-derivative analysis is beyond the scope of
this paper, existing flow regime sequences will be investigated in
detail and compared to the theoretical and geological conceptual
models.2. Theory and practice
2.1. Conventional analysis
The Theis model (1935) describes a transient cylindrical-radial
flow, induced by a constant-rate pumping test within a confined,
homogeneous, isotropic, horizontal-slab, totally screened and lat-
erally infinite aquifer. In such conditions, also called Infinite Acting
Radial Flow (IARF) conditions, the pressure front diffuses radially
in the form of concentric circles (Fig. 1). The pressure front pulse
generates an equipotential cross-flow surface A(r) which grows
radially in the shape of a cylinder (Fig. 1), producing the ideal
cylindrical-radial flow conditions referred to as Theis aquifers. A
distinction must be made between the Theis model and the con-
cept of radial flow regime, which strictly describes the proportional
relationship between the cross-flow surface A and the travelled
distance r from the pumping well, regardless of the shape of this
surface. Most analytical solutions published during the three last
decades in the petroleum literature, and classically used in the
diagnostic plot approach (Bourdet et al., 1983; Renard et al.,2009), account for some variations on the cylindrical-radial flow
theme, including either its combination with some external
sources (unconfined aquifers; leaky aquifers as described by
Hantush, 1956, 1960), some specific overlaying of several Theis
aquifers (dual-porosity models; leaky aquifers as described by
Neuman and Witherspoon, 1969). These models actually describe
various types of radial flow regimes, which in itself does not signify
that the flow geometry they are modelling remains ideally
cylindrical-radial. In this study, these models will hereafter be
referred to as Theis-derived models.
In a system characterized by a diffuse short-scale field of
heterogeneities, T and S may be averaged over the cross-flow area
A(r), making it possible to estimate the properties of the aquifer as
being continuous and homogeneous. When the pressure front
pulse reaches a large-scale heterogeneity within the aquifer, its
shape may be deformed, leading to modifications in the equipoten-
tial surface growth pattern. The cylindrical-radial flow regime
assumption can no longer be applied, rendering any Theis-
derived model irrelevant.
Numerical modelling by Meier et al. (1998) and Sánchez-Vila
et al. (1999) showed that for late-time drawdown and under
cylindrical-radial flow conditions, the Cooper-Jacob approximation
allows a good approximation of transmissivity but an erroneous
estimation of storage coefficient in systems with a diffuse hetero-
geneity field and a radially convergent flow (Meier et al., 1998;
Pechstein et al., 2016). These studies validated the applicability
of the Cooper-Jacob model in specific heterogeneous domains with
diffuse transmissivity fields and a concentric heterogeneous stor-
age, conditions that allow the establishment of a cylindrical-
radial flow regime. Meier et al. (1998) concluded their study by
explaining that further numerical studies with three-dimensional
flow conditions are needed to analyze flow behavior in aquifers
with variable thicknesses. Cases of an increasing aquifer thickness
(Dal Soglio, 2012; Rafini et al., 2014) or a partially screened or a
partially penetrated aquifer (Moncada et al., 2005; Escobar et al.,
2012; Ferroud et al., 2015) have been numerically documented to
produce spherical flow regimes. In these non-cylindrical-radial
conditions, Theis-derived approaches are undoubtedly unsuitable.2.2. The Generalized Radial Flow model
2.2.1. Basic concepts
The Generalized Radial Flow (GRF) model was proposed by Bar-
ker in 1988, in response to the inability of conventional models to
reproduce the flow within the fractured aquifer of Stripa mine
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tional relationship between A [L2], the cross-flow area and rn-1, the
radial distance from the borehole of the pressure front pulse to the
power of the flow dimension minus one (Eq. (1)):
AðrÞ  rn1 ð1Þ
The parameter n is a value ‘‘that must be determined empiri-
cally and which may not have an integer value” (Barker, 2007). n
reflects the rate by which the cross-flow area changes as a function
of the distance from the well. As the pressure front pulse extends
outwards and reaches heterogeneities within the aquifer, it may
be deformed in such a manner that Eq. (3) is modified, inducing
changes in the flow dimension. The sequences of n thus reflect flow
regime changes induced by some variations in the physical or
hydraulic features in the aquifer. Short pumping tests, because
they induce only a limited cross-flow area expansion in the aquifer,
mainly reflect wellbore effects and a small proportion of the aqui-
fer in the vicinity of the well. It is the long-term pumping tests that
may more accurately reflect the aquifer signal sensu stricto and the
influence of boundary conditions.
The term ‘‘flow regime” thus refers to the behavior of the pres-
sure front pulse as it moves through the aquifer. It is worth noting
that the sequential analysis we employ in this study is an exten-
sion of the GRF model, since Barker (1988) definedmedia with con-
stant n values assuming homogeneous conditions. By verifying the
validity of Barker’s equation (Eq. (1)) in a non-uniform, faulted
aquifer, Rafini and Larocque (2009, 2012) proved that n is a valu-
able tool for interpreting the successive flow regimes that occur
during a medium- or long-term pumping test, even if the aquifer
does not have GRF-like properties in accordance with Barker’s pos-
tulates. Each value of n independently observed at different times
during the pumping test represents the dominant flow regime felt
at that time by the pressure front pulse as it diffuses throughout
the aquifer around the well at a distance r(t).
Using the GRF concept, Barker (1988) introduced the flow
dimension n in the diffusivity equation. The generalized diffusivity
equation is written as (Eq. (2)):
K
rn1
@
@r
rn1
@h
@r
 
¼ Ss @h
@t
ð2Þ
where K [LT1] is the hydraulic conductivity, r [L] is the radial dis-
tance from the borehole at time t [T], n is the flow dimension, Ss
[L1] is the specific storage and h [L] is the hydraulic head.
Based on Eq. (2), using the Laplace transform tables and suppos-
ing constant head boundaries, a zero initial head and a long time t
or a short distance r, Barker predicts the hydraulic head distribu-
tion as (Eq. (3)):
hðr; tÞ ¼ Q
4p1vKb3nv
4Kt
Ss
 v
 Cð1 vÞr2v
 
v–0 ð3Þ
v ¼ 1 n
2
ð4Þ
With b the extent of the flow zone [L] and C the gamma func-
tion. Note that Eq. (3) is the asymptotic form of GRF’s general solu-
tion (valid for u small enough with u = Ssr2/4Kt), which is an
incomplete gamma function.
Eq. (3) can be rewritten with a time-dependent term Ctv and
time-independent term C0 as:
hðtÞ ¼ Ctv þ C 0 ð5Þ
with
C ¼ Q
4p1vKb3nv
4K
Ss
 v
ð6Þand
C0 ¼ Q
4p1vKb3nv
Cð1 vÞr2v ð7Þ
Deriving Eq. (5) with respect to time shows that the drawdown
log-derivative ds/dlogt time series (Eq. (8)) displayed on a log-log
plot forms a straight line with slope m, providing a mean of a
straightforward graphic determination of the flow dimension using
Eq. (4).
ds
dlogt
¼ t
2:3
ds
dt
¼ C
2:3
vtv ð8Þ
From a practical standpoint, when interpreting drawdown time
series at the pumping well, the asymptotic condition is reached
very early and can be considered valid during the whole aquifer-
related response beyond the early influence of the wellbore effects.
Note that in the petroleum literature, this asymptotic flow behav-
ior is also named «infinite acting behavior». According to Eqs. (4)
and (8), the derivative signal depends on Q, K, Ss, b and n. Thus,
any modification of these parameters will be felt by the derivative
signal. Note that only changes of K and Ss will temporarily invali-
date the asymptotic assumption of the derivative signal (Eq. (3)
is valid when u is small enough). Yet, straight derivative segments
represent a sufficient proof of the validation of the asymptotic
assumption. Before the pressure front pulse reaches the hydraulic
boundaries, each straight-line segment is associated with a n value
and represents a flow period during which Q, K, Ss and b are con-
stant and/or uniform. As stated by Beauheim et al. (2004) and
Rafini et al. (2017), we suggest that the flow dimension should
be estimated from a constant straight line of ds/dlogt that lasts at
least one log-cycle.
We favor this graphic approach (Eq. (8)) without type-curve
matching because it allows us to decompose the signal in a
sequence of successive flow regimes associated to specific geolog-
ical facies and flow behaviors. Because n is directly determined
from the ds/dlogt straight line slopes, which implies that it can
assume any integer and non-integer value, it is a valuable param-
eter for statistically analysing the flow regimes of natural aquifers.2.2.2. Conceptual interpretation of n
The main known flow dimensions (interpreted using Eq. (1)) are
briefly summarized in this section. For further details, the reader is
invited to refer to the original papers.
n ¼ 0 ðm ¼ 1Þ
Observed early in the pumping test, this unit slope line of the
drawdown log-derivative refers to wellbore effects (skin and well-
bore storage) (Tiab, 1993; Mattar, 1997). Observed late in the
pumping test, this flow regime may express the attainment of a
stagnant state (‘‘pseudo-steady-state flow” as described by
Mattar, 1997), achieved when all the outer boundaries are no-
flow boundaries, i.e., when the reservoir depressurizes without
spatial diffusion of drawdown.
n ¼ 1 ðm ¼ 0:5Þ
The linear flow implies that the cross-flow area remains con-
stant as the pressure wave travels through the aquifer. Such condi-
tions are observed in long and narrow systems which may be
found: i) in granular channelized aquifers (fluvial and deep sea
fans) (Escobar et al., 2004a; Escobar and Montealegre-M, 2007;
Escobar et al., 2010; Corbett et al., 2012); ii) in fractured media
containing an infinite-conductivity vertical fault (Gringarten and
Witherspoon, 1972; Gringarten et al., 1974), iii) in fractured rocks
with a finite-conductivity one-dimensional conduit formed by the
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2008). A linear flow can also be observed in a planar fracture with
channeling or preferred flow paths (Tsang and Neretnieks, 1998).
n ¼ 2 ðm ¼ 0Þ
The radial flow regime is observed when the cross-flow area
grows proportionally to the radial distance r. Such a condition
can be produced by a cylindrical-radial flow regime. This flow
regime is generally associated with a homogeneous and isotropic
aquifer of uniform thickness, but other conceptual models may
produce a radial flow dimension. Heterogeneous media may also
produce a radial flow regime, such as a well located close to a ver-
tical fault, when the matrix supply masks the signature of the fault
(Cinco-Ley et al., 1978; Rafini and Larocque, 2009) or an orthogonal
discontinuity network (Jourde et al., 1998).
n ¼ 3 ðm ¼ 0:5Þ
The spherical flow regime is observed when the cross-flow area
expands proportionally to r2. According to Eq. (4), a spherical flow
dimension is represented by a 0.5 negative slope of ds/dlogt
which reflects a drawdown rate deceleration that may be observed
early in the pumping test, when the screen is very short relative to
the aquifer. For instance, a spherical flow regime can be induced by
a point source (between packers), by a partially penetrating well,
by a partially completed well or by a restricted producing interval
(Culham, 1974; Moncada et al., 2005; Escobar et al., 2012; Ferroud
et al., 2015).
n ¼ non integer
The fractional (non-integer) flow regimes, which are frequently
exhibited by field data diagnostic plots, have long been interpreted
as being related to the geometry of the source (Barker, 1988) or to
the fractal properties of the fractured media (Barker, 1988; Polek
et al., 1989; Chang and Yortsos, 1990; Bangoy et al., 1992; Acuna
and Yortsos, 1995). By analysing fractured systems that are gener-
ated from a fractal model using a Discrete Fracture Network, other
authors (Geier et al., 1996; Winberg, 2000; Cello et al., 2009)
showed that there exists a relationship between the flow dimen-
sion parameter and the connectivity of fractures. Other authors
(like Jourde et al., 1998) interpreted the fractional flow dimension
to be related to the connectivity of fractures in an orthogonal frac-
ture network in tabular stratified aquifers. In 1991, the interpreta-
tion of fractional flow dimensions was widened to involve new
considerations. In fact, Doe (1991) opened the fractional flow
dimension definition to non-fractal geometries which are not
space-filling. In other words, Euclidian configurations, with hetero-
geneity either in conductivity or geometry or a combination of
both, can produce non-integer values of n. Bowman et al. (2012)
simulated the flow through high-transmissivity conduits charac-
terized by non-radial and simple geometries. By means of the flow
dimension concepts developed by Doe (1991), Bowman et al.
(2012) showed that the variability of conduit shape can generate
non-integer flow dimensions such as 0.8, 1.2 and 1.6. In addition,
the bilinear flow regime (n = 1.5) has been reported to reflect the
signal of a finite-conductive fault supplied by the matrix. Such a
configuration has been demonstrated analytically by Abbaszadeh
and Cinco-Ley (1995) and then corroborated numerically by
Rafini and Larocque (2009). The karst systems are also known to
generate fractional flow dimension values that generally range
between 0 and 1 (Maréchal et al., 2008; Giese et al., 2017). Finally,
Walker and Roberts (2003) suggested that the flow dimension
depends on the form of the nonstationary transmissivity (for
instance, an aquifer presenting an exponential variation of
thickness).3. Data and method
3.1. Compilation of a pumping-well test database
A database mainly composed of 69 pumping-well tests (with a
mean duration of 3.1 days ranging from 0.2 to 14.7 days) and of
local geological information has been established (Table 1). Most
of the compiled data come from pumping-well tests conducted
in the framework of municipal groundwater supply investigations
in the province of Quebec (Canada) regions of Charlevoix-Haute-
Côte-Nord (CHCN), Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean (SLSJ) (Chesnaux
et al., 2011) and Abitibi-Temiscamingue (ABTE) (Nadeau et al.,
2015). Additional data were obtained from i) south-eastern Quebec
(Mirabel) (Nastev et al., 2004); ii) various locations in France
(regions of the Alps, Midi-Pyrenées, Nord-Pas-de-Calais and Loire);
iii) the database Banque de données du sous-sol compiled by the
Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et Minières (BRGM) and iv) in
northern Tunisia.
3.2. Data pre-processing
Log-derivative data are typically very noisy. This may be due to
datalogger or operator complications, pumping rate variations,
random diffuse heterogeneity fields and tidal or recharge effects.
We therefore smooth the data using the algorithm of Bourdet
et al. (1989) which has proven to be one of the most efficient in fil-
tering noise without deteriorating the hydraulic signature (Escobar
et al., 2004b). The differentiation equation is:
dsi
dXi
¼
Ds1
DX1
DX2 þ Ds2DX2 DX1
 
ðDX1 þ DX2Þ ð9Þ
with: Ds1 ¼ si  s1; Ds2 ¼ si  s2; DX1 ¼ Xi  X1; DX2 ¼ Xi  X2 and
X = log(t).
Eq. (9) uses 3 points: the next and previous points (1 and 2) of
point i which are the first to be separated by a minimum length of
L. The length can thus be adjusted until the noise is attenuated and
the signal is no longer distorted.
The drawing of straight lines is performed manually by consid-
ering the differentiation curves for various L values (Eq. (9)). Fur-
thermore, the simultaneous dual fits performed with SIREN are
such that when derivative data are too noisy or disrupted, the
drawdown fit makes it possible to attenuate the uncertainties
inherent in the assessment of derivative linear regressions.
In order to quantify the quality of each manual fit, the coeffi-
cient of determination R2 is calculated between the differentiated
points and the regression line, defined manually.
Fig. 2-A displays the effects of pumping rate adjustments (at 55,
243 and 3390 min) on the s and ds/dlogt responses. On the upper
plot, s shows a slight translation of the signal for each of the three
changes of pumping rate Q. The rate values are unfortunately not
mentioned in the consultant’s report but the increase of the draw-
down signature suggests an increase of Q for each adjustment. On
the lower plot, the ds/dlogt signal shows a small number of
extreme and noisy data when the pumping rate is increased but
afterwards, the initial flow regime is rapidly recovered. The flow
dimension value is thus not influenced by variations in the con-
stant pumping rate.
Fig. 2-B shows the effects of an interruption in pump operation
(between 3 and 4 min) on the s and ds/dlogt responses. On the
upper plot, s displays a reduction of drawdown associated with
an increase of hydraulic head in the well, until the pump is
restarted (approximately 10 min). Derivative data show a
pseudo-spherical flow regime (n = 2.6), which is totally disrupted
by the pump interruption. Indeed, between 3 and 10 min
(Fig. 2-B), the pumping stops and induces a recovery of the signal
Table 1
Long-term pumping tests included in the pooled database: location of wells and observed lithology.
Number of observations Total %
All sources CHCN (Quebec) SLSJ (Quebec) Mirabel (Quebec) ABTE (Quebec) Tunisia France
Alluvial deposits 22 6 8 1 7 0 0 32 %
Crystalline rocks 19 9 2 2 0 0 6 28 %
Carbonates 28 2 1 14 0 2 9 41 %
Total 69 17 11 17 7 2 15 100 %
Fig. 2. Diagnostic plots of two pumping tests performed in two wells in alluvial deposits showing A) the effects of pumping rate adjustments and B) the effect of a temporary
interruption of the pump on the s and ds/dlogt signals. The diamond shapes represent the drawdown log-derivative signal and the ‘‘x” shapes represent the drawdown signal.
The grey lines, derived from the algorithm of Bourdet et al. (1989), represent seven data smoothings for L ranging between 0.2 and 0.8. The R2 value represents the coefficient
of determination between the derivative data and the regression line.
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log-log plot. When the pump restarts, the general trend is rapidly
recovered, with no evidence of pump disturbance (straight line in
Fig. 2). In both case studies (Fig. 2-A and B), the derivative signal
quickly returns to normal due to the high hydraulic conductivity
of the alluvial deposit, which is estimated in the order of 3,5 
105 m/s. Note that this value is estimated from a conventional
cylindrical-radial flow dimension model, and therefore, it is prop-
erly estimated in the case of an aquifer that instead induces a
spherical flow dimension.
Numerical simulations were conducted in order to confirm
these field observations and to clarify the flow regime behavior
when the hydraulic test is affected by pumping rate changes or
by a pump shut-down. The four columns of Fig. 3 show the draw-
down and drawdown-log derivative signals of four different con-
ceptual models, which are generated in confined conditions using
the HydroGeoSphere code (Therrien et al., 2010). Each of the four
conceptual models generates distinct flow dimension sequences.
From left to right of Fig. 3, the n-sequences are: cylindrical-radial
to linear (n = 2–1), bilinear to cylindrical-radial (n = 1.5–2), simply
cylindrical-radial (n = 2) and spherical to cylindrical-radial (n = 3–
2). The cylindrical-radial-linear n-sequence is obtained by generat-
ing a flow within a conduit. The bilinear to cylindrical-radial n-
sequence is obtained by a well connected to a finite-conductivevertical fault supplied by the matrix. The cylindrical-radial flow
regime is modeled with a conventional Theis aquifer. The
spherical-radial n-sequence is induced by a well that partially pen-
etrates the aquifer. From top to bottom, Fig. 3 shows the semi-log
plot of the drawdown (CP1, CP2, CP3 and CP4), the drawdown log-
derivative signal without pump disturbance (A1, A2, A3 and A4),
the derivative signal when pumping rate increases occur (B1, B2,
B3 and B4) and the signal that is disturbed by a pump shut-down
(C1, C2, C3 and C4). For both the change in pumping rate and the
pump shut-down, similarly to the field observations in Fig. 2, the
general trend of the derivative signal is rapidly recovered after
the disturbance has stopped. In other words, the flow dimension
value is temporarily disrupted by the pumping-rate disturbances
but is not dependent on the pumping rate. Even when the test is
altered during a short time period when a pumping rate change
occurs, the general trend of the flow regime is not impacted. Fur-
thermore, the step rate adjustments are generally observable dur-
ing the test (induced peak noise) and have been considered in the
interpretation of flow regimes.
As described by Eqs. (6) and (8), besides the hydraulic proper-
ties K and Ss of the aquifer and the extent of the flow zone b, the
pumping rate Q is also a parameter that influences the derivative
signal. We conducted several numerical tests to observe the
impacts of the drift of the pumping rate on the flow dimension
Fig. 3. Derivative signals of 4 conceptual models (one for each column) modeled numerically using HydroGeoSphere (Therrien et al., 2010). Respectively, the first, second,
third and fourth column represent a radial-linear, bilinear-radial, radial and spherical-radial n-sequence. Respectively, the first, second, third and fourth line represent a semi-
log plot of the swith a constant-rate pumping test (CPi), the derivative signal with a constant-rate pumping test (Ai), the derivative signal with 3 increased adjustments of the
pumping rate (Bi) and a derivative signal disrupted by a pump shut-down (Ci).
Fig. 4. A) 3 derivative signals associated with 3 different behaviors of the pumping rate of a same cylindrical-radial flow model modeled numerically using HydroGeoSphere
(Therrien et al., 2010). The flow model is composed of an isotropic constant thickness aquifer bounded by constant head boundaries pumped by a vertical well located in the
center. The solid lines with dots represent the drawdown log-derivative responses of the cylindrical-radial flowmodel induced by a particular pumping condition represented
by dashed lines with triangles. Q(A) and ds/dlogt(A) are the curves of a constant rate pumping test and the associated derivative response, Q(B) and ds/dlogt(B) are the curves
of an increasing power law pumping rate and the associated derivative response, and Q(C) and ds/dlogt(C) are the curves of a decreasing power law pumping rate and the
associated derivative response.
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drawdown log-derivative signatures of a cylindrical-radial flow
model obtained in three different pumping rate conditions. In
one case, the pumping rate is constant and in the two other cases
we model a gradual drift of the pumping rate. In fact, the pump
performance depends on the well head level. Fig. 4-A shows that
the power law variation of the pumping rate influences the value
of the flow dimension. The linear variation of the pumping rate
induces an apparent flow dimension value which can be very dif-
ferent from the flow dimension of the equivalent constant-rate
model. The slopes of the derivative signal and the pumping rate
are practically identical (Fig. 4-A). According to the GRF model
(Barker, 1988), the derivative signal is given by Eqs. (6) and (8).
Because C is proportional to Q, when the pumping rate varies
according to a power law (i.e., Q = Q0.ta), Eq. (8) can be written as
(Eq. (10)):
ds
dlogt
¼ C
0:v:tv :Q0:ta
2:3
: ¼ C
0:v:Q0:tðvþaÞ
2:3
ð10Þ
With C0 written as (Eq. (11)):
C 0 ¼ 1
4p1vKb3nv
4K
Ss
 v
ð11Þ
With a the slope of the power law pumping rate drift Q(t) = Q0.
ta. Thus, the slope p of the derivative response plot on a log-log
graph is (Eq. (12)):
p ¼ aþ v ¼ 1þ a n
2
ð12Þ
Consequently, the apparent flow dimension napp induced by a
power law pumping rate drift can be written as (Eq. (13)),
napp ¼ n 2a ð13Þ
For instance, in Fig. 4-A, the slope of the increasing power law
pumping rate a is equal to 0.38 and the related slope of the deriva-
tive signal is equal to 0.44, inducing an apparent flow dimension of
napp = 1.12 (calculated from Eq. (8)) instead of n = 2, which is the
flow dimension of the constant-rate model. The apparent flow
dimension calculated from Eq. (14) with the power exponent a of
the variable flow rate is equal to napp = 1.24. We observe a slight
difference between the observed apparent flow dimension equal
to 1.12 and the calculated apparent flow dimension equal to
1.24. These numerical tests are only a preliminary study which
aims at issuing a warning to practitioners when interpreting the
flow dimension, because pumping rate drifts can influence the flow
dimension value. Obviously, further work is needed to suitably
address the issue of pumping rate drift. In particular, other pump-
ing rate drift behaviors should be analyzed. Unfortunately, the pos-
sible distortion of the flow dimension in the database due to
pumping rate changes cannot be verified because pumping rate
changes during the pumping test were not sufficiently monitored.
3.3. Geological contexts
A distribution of lithological types in each investigated area is
provided in Table 1. 49 % of the database originates from pumping
test data compiled by Rafini (2008) and 51 % from data collected
within the framework of the PACES project (Programme d’acquisi-
tion de connaissances sur les eaux souterraines, a groundwater
knowledge-acquisition program funded by the Ministry of Envi-
ronment of Quebec and in part directed by the Université du
Québec à Chicoutimi.
The Quebec bedrock is mainly composed of Precambrian crys-
talline rocks, essentially orthogneisses, paragneisses, granitic
intrusions, anorthosite, and charnockites (Rondot, 1989). The
crystalline rocks are disconformably overlaid by non-deformedsedimentary deposits composed, from depth to surface, of lime-
stone to limy limestone, sandstone and shale (Lemieux et al.,
2003). The limestones generally display a tabular lamination
and may include clay interbeds. The carbonate rocks are today
found only in the valleys or topographic depressions, where they
have been protected from the intense erosion that occurred dur-
ing the late Quaternary glaciation. The crystalline bedrock is
interspersed by a complex fault system generated by various
successive geological events dating from the Precambrian. Thick
sand and gravel horizons overlaying the bedrock are found
throughout the province of Quebec as the result of the late Qua-
ternary glaciation. Various glacial and fluvio-glacial structures,
such as tills, terminal and lateral moraines, eskers, kame,
fluvio-glacial deltas, kettles, drumlins and floodplains compose
the alluvial landscape of the region. The glacial retreat generated
numerous eskers, particularly widespread in the Abitibi-
Temiscamingue region (Quebec). These deposits, established by
intra-glacial meltwater streams in ice tunnels, generally present
a channelized structure and a stream-rate stratification
(Levasseur, 1995). Marine transgression and regression events
led to the deposition of fluvio-marine horizons that are repre-
sented by a confining clay layer above the fluvio-glacial sedi-
ments (Levasseur, 1995).
In northern Tunisia, pumping tests were performed exclusively
in carbonate rock aquifers composed of limestones from the
Eocene period. That region is characterised by thick stratified strata
and finely laminated carbonate rocks (Rafini, 2004). The media is
affected by faults formed during the Upper Jurassic and the Creta-
ceous and reactivated during the Pyrenean and Alpine compres-
sions. The fractured media manifests a negligible karstification
and a low matrix porosity.
The carbonate rocks studied in France are located in Alpine and
Pyrenean forelands, composed of dolomite, limestone and marls.
The crystalline media, located in the regions of Lozère and Loire
(France), are characterised by a deeply weathered surficial horizon
composed of granitic sand and clay-rich materials whose general
hydrodynamic behavior have been explained in detail by
Lachassagne (2008), Lachassagne et al. (2011) and Dewandel
et al. (2011). Some wellbore loggings have reached a horizon com-
posed of fissured rocks or compact rocks underlying the pumped
granitic sand aquifer (BRGM database).
3.4. Comparison of hydraulic property values estimated from various
models
In this section, the conventional Theis and Cooper-Jacob meth-
ods and a derivative analysis based on the cylindrical-radial flow
regime are applied in various conceptual models. Somemodels dis-
play a long-term radial flow regime, whereas others show a
sequence of radial and non-radial flow regimes. This analysis, com-
posed of numerical and field data, aims at comparing the estimated
hydraulic properties and to appreciate their degree of uncertainty
when using the analytical models derived from the cylindrical-
radial flow regime assumption.
Four conceptual models are modeled with a constant-rate
pumping test. These conceptual models generate the following n-
sequences: radial-linear, bilinear-radial, single-stage radial and
spherical-radial flow regimes that are described in Section 2.2.
The parameter estimation is performed using a manual type-
curve matching: the Theis method (Theis, 1935), and two graphical
analyses: the Cooper-Jacob semi-log method (Cooper and Jacob,
1946) and the radial derivative analysis. The Theis and the
Cooper-Jacob solutions are described in Kruseman and Ridder
(1994). The cylindrical-radial derivative analysis estimates the
hydraulic conductivity for a cylindrical-radial flow regime using
the following equation (Eq. (14) which is derived from Eq. (2)):
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with m [L] the Y-intercept of the radial flow dimension on a log-log
plot of ds/dlogt and b [L] the thickness of the cylindrical-radial
cross-flow area. For each conceptual model, the log-log plot of the
drawdown derivative signal is analyzed in order to identify the
radial portion of the signal and to determine m.
The values of the hydraulic conductivity K are shown in Table 2.
The grey lines in Table 2 represent the relative errors between the
above K value and the modeled K value. The simplified diagrams of
the Table 2 represent, from left to right, the semi-log plot of
s versus t of the linear, the bilinear, the cylindrical-radial and the
spherical flow dimension. When the conceptual model induces a
single-stage cylindrical-radial flow regime, the three methods give
a good approximation of K (the relative error ranges between 0 %
and 6 %, Table 2). For the radial-linear, bilinear-radial and
spherical-radial flow regimes, the type-curve matching and the
graphical analysis of conventional methods are difficult to apply
because the cylindrical-radial flow regime represents only a small
portion of the entire signal.
The Cooper-Jacob plot of the linear flow (Fig. 3-CP1)
emphasizes two slopes. The first slope slightly underestimates K
(13 %), whereas the second slope strongly underestimates K
(99 %) or can be inadequately interpreted as a no-flow bound-
ary. The derivative signal shows a short cylindrical-radial flow
regime at early times before the long-term linear flow regime.
This early times cylindrical-radial flow, reflecting the cylindrical
diffusion of the cross-flow area before reaching the impermeable
wall of the conduits, makes it possible to accurately estimate K
with a relative error of 1 % (Table 2). Similarly, the semi-log plot
of the spherical flow regime shows two slopes for the same flow
regime. Both strongly underestimate K, probably because, in addi-
tion to not complying with the cylindrical-radial flow regime, the
thickness that is investigated by the cross-flow area is different
from the real thickness of the aquifer. The derivative signalTable 2
Hydraulic conductivity modeled and estimated from the Theis, Cooper-Jacob and radial der
radial and a spherical-radial flow regime. The grey lines represent the relative errors of th
Fig. 3 (linear-A1, bilinear-A2 radial-A3 and spherical-A4). The simplified diagrams represent,
radial and the spherical-radial flow dimensions.
Flow regime Radial-linear Bilin
n -sequence n  = 2 - 1 n  
K (m/s) modeled 1.0E-05
K(matrix) (m/s) modeled for the bilinear-
radial conceptual model (n  = 1.5 - 2)
*K(fault)_modeled = 1.0E-2 m/s ; bf = 2 m
1
1.9E-05 9
89%
Semi-log plot of s
vs t
8.7E-06 7
-13% 7
9.3E-08 1
-99%
9.9E-06 1
-1%
- 4
-
- 6
- .
K (m/s) estimated with the Theis method
K  (m/s) estimated with the Cooper-Jacob 
method
K  (m/s) estimated with the radial derivative 
analysis
K_fault (m/s) estimated with the Cinco-Ley 
et al. (1978) solution for n = 1.5
0 slope of ds/dlogt
0.25 slope of 
ds/dlogt
-> Kf
Second slope of s
(p2 )
First slope of s (p1 )
K_matrix (m/s) estimated with the Cinco-
Ley et al. (1978) solution for n = 2 0 slope of ds/dlogt(Fig. 3-A4) shows a short radial flow regime at late times (unno-
ticeable in the semi-log plot of s). The radial flow regime, repre-
senting the reach of both the bottom and the top of the aquifer,
makes it possible to estimate a good approximation of K with a
relative error of 11 % (Table 2). Overestimating the hydraulic con-
ductivity of the matrix Km using the Theis and Cooper-Jacob mod-
els for the bilinear conceptual model is not surprising because
these models assume a homogeneous aquifer and do not take into
account the hydraulic conductivity of the fault Kf. The radial flow
regime that is observed after the bilinear flow regime (Fig. 3-A4)
represents the ‘‘matrix-related radial flow regime” (Rafini and
Larocque, 2012). This radial stage gives a good approximation of
Km using Eq. (14). The Cinco-Ley et al. (1978) solution developed
for the vertical fault has the advantage of producing a value for Kf.
To conclude, the K values estimated from the radial derivative
analysis are close to the modeled K value. The relative errors
are respectively 0 %, 1 %, 4 % and 25 % for the radial, radial-
linear, the bilinear-radial and the spherical-radial conceptual
models. The derivative signal has the advantage of clearly high-
lighting the radial flow regime by a flat horizontal slope of ds/
dlogt.
We also analyzed two sets of field data (obtained from the
Sainte-Anne and the Saint-Eustache wells) in order to compare
the K values estimated from the four methods that were used in
the previous section (Table 3). The wells are installed in fractured
carbonate rocks. Field observations (such as packer tests) have
highlighted the presence of conductive structures (Lemieux et al.,
2006). The two derivative signatures (Fig. 5) show a multi-staged
signal composed of the characteristic n-sequence 4-1.5-2, reflect-
ing a non-connected vertical fault media (Rafini and Larocque,
2012). The K values estimated for the two pumping tests are close,
regardless of the method used. This similarity in the results is
probably related to the fact that the hydraulic conductivities of
the matrix and of the fault are close to each other or the transmis-
sivity of the fault is negligible compared to the transmissivity of
the matrix.ivative analysis for 4 conceptual models generating a radial-linear, a bilinear-radial, a
e overlying K values. The derivative signals of the 4 conceptual models are shown in
from left to right, the semi-log plot of s vs t of the radial-linear, the bilinear-radial, the
ear-radial Radial Spherical-radial
= 1.5 - 2 n  = 2 n  = 3 - 2
- 1.0E-05 1.0E-05
.0E-08
.5E-08 9.5E-06 1.9E-08
847% -5% -100%
.4E-07 1.0E-05 4.4E-09
267% 0% -100%
.3E-08 - 1.1E-06
26% - -89%
.1E-08 1.0E-05 1.1E-05
12% 0% 11%
.9E-09 - -
-51% - -
.46E-06 - -
-52%* - -
Table 3
Hydraulic conductivity values estimated from the Theis and Cooper-Jacob methods and the radial derivative analysis and for the n-sequence n = 1.5–2.
Saint-Anne Saint-Eustache
n-sequence n = 4–1.5–2 n = 4–1.5–2
K (m/s) estimated with the Theis method First fit 5.3E04 5.2E05
K (m/s) estimated with the Cooper-Jacob method First slope of s 4.1E04 4.2E05
Second slope of s 5.4E04 3.5E05
K (m/s) estimated with the radial derivative analysis 0 slope of ds/dlogt 4.8E04 3.6E05
K_matrix (m/s) estimated with the Cinco-Ley et al. (1978) solution for n = 2 0 slope of ds/dlogt 2.1E04 1.6E05
T_fault (m2/s) estimated with the Cinco-Ley et al. (1978) solution for n = 1.5 0.25 slope of ds/dlogt -> Tf 8.4E03 3.4E03
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4.1. Flow dimension versus Theis analysis: case studies
This section describes two different situations that illustrate the
benefits of using flow dimension analysis in addition to
drawdown-only conventional interpretations to better character-
ize the flow regimes induced by a pumping test.4.1.1. Case study 1
Fig. 6 represents the semi-log plot of the drawdown signal
(upper plots) and the bi-logarithmic plot of the drawdown log-
derivative signal (lower plots) of a 3-day constant-rate pumping
test conducted in the glacio-fluvial deposits of the Senneterre esker
(Mirabel, Quebec, Canada). Despite the noise of the drawdown log-
derivative signal between 100 min and 4230 min, the SIREN code
makes it possible to assuredly fit a sub-radial (1 < n < 2) flow
dimension by fitting at the same time both the semi-log plot of
the drawdown (which is much less noisy) and the lower plot of
the drawdown log-derivative signal. Using the traditional Cooper
and Jacob method, the drawdown signal is interpreted by drawing
two straight lines (Fig. 6-A): a first line from 0.3 to 230 min and the
second line from 230 to 4320 min. The second straight line, whose
slope is roughly double that of the first line, might be interpreted
as a second media with a lesser transmissivity or as the attainment
of impermeable boundary conditions. In a first approximation,
these two successive straight lines appear as an acceptable linear
regression. But when visualizing the effect of the fit of these two
supposed radial flow regimes (upper plot of Fig. 6-A) on a log-log
plot of ds/dlogt (lower plot of Fig. 6-A), we see two distinct horizon-
tal straight lines which are obviously an inappropriate representa-
tion of the existing data points.
As shown in Fig. 6b, fitting a 0.35 straight line slope (n = 1.3, Eq.
(4)) onto the ds/dlogt signal, resulting in a convex curve on the
semi-log plot of s, represents the real data much more accurately.Fig. 5. Diagnostic plots and flow regime interpretations in fractured rock aquifers. A: c
carbonate rock aquifer of Sainte-Anne-des-Plaines (Charlevoix, Quebec, Canada). B: const
Saint-Eustache composed of the Beauharnois rock unit (Mirabel, Quebec, Canada). The
represent the drawdown signal. The R2 value represents the coefficient of determinationThe pumping test is performed in an esker, a fluvio-glacial sed-
imentary feature that typically contains channels (Escobar et al.,
2004a; Corbett et al., 2012). Such channels impede the cross-flow
area to laterally expand during drawdown diffusion. Remaining
constant in these alluvial conduits, the flow dimension of eskers
is expected to be linear. However, each of the seven derivative sig-
nals of eskers that have been analyzed in this database showed a
sub-radial flow dimension (n = 1.3). We interpret this sub-radial
flow dimension to be related to leakage coming from the surround-
ing deposits and that supplies the highly transmissive esker con-
duit. This assumption is further explained in the general
discussion section.
Using the Cooper and Jacob model in this case would lead the
practitioner to interpret the data as representing a Theis aquifer
bounded by an impermeable boundary (Ferris, 1949). But
Cooper-Jacob is not a valid model to interpret this pumping test.
Rather, the flow dimension analysis, which fits the data and the
conceptual model muchmore closely, is able to detect the presence
of a sub-radial flow regime.
This case study illustrates how the identification of flow regime
sequences rather than the trivial postulate of a radial flow regime
may substantially improve the diagnosis of the aquifer’s hydraulic
properties, a diagnosis which exerts numerous practical implica-
tions on resource management (e.g., a wellhead protection area
(WHPA) delineation).4.1.2. Case study 2
Fig. 7 represents 3 different examples of pumping test interpre-
tations of a 6.5 day constant-rate pumping test performed in a car-
bonate rock aquifer in the Sainte-Anne-des-Plaines site (Mirabel,
Quebec, Canada). The same methodology as the one that is used
in case study 1 is adopted. The reliability of the fitting of the s data
(upper plots of Fig. 7-A-B-C) is checked by analysing the match
with the ds/dlogt signal (lower plots of Fig. 7-A-B-C). As shown
in Fig. 7-A and B, neither a long radial flow regimeonstant-rate pumping test (6.5 days) conducted in the P-8 well located in a Chasy
ant-rate pumping test (6.5 days) conducted in the SE6 well located in the aquifer of
diamond shapes represent the drawdown log-derivative signal and the ‘‘x” shapes
between the derivative data and the regression line.
Fig. 6. Diagnostic plots and interpretations of a constant-rate pumping test conducted in the PP-1 well located in the fluvio-glacial deposits of the Senneterre esker (Mirabel,
Quebec, Canada). In the upper part of figures a) and b): Semi-log plot of the drawdown s; in the lower part: log-log plot of the drawdown-log derivative ds/dlogt. A) Example of
a conventional interpretation assuming radial flow regimes, B) Demonstration of a more accurate interpretation of the pumping test using a ds/dlogt log-log plot. The grey
lines, derived from the algorithm of Bourdet et al. (1989), represent seven data smoothings for L ranging between 0.2 and 0.8. The R2 value represents the coefficient of
determination between the derivative data and the regression line.
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regimes (one from 1,5 to 30 min and another from 30 to 400
min, Fig. 7-B) can adequately reproduce the trend of both the s
and ds/dlogt signatures. Even if the match of 1 or 2 radial flow
regimes seems to be a rather good approximation on the semi-
log plot of s, the linear regression is visibly inconsistent on a ds/
dlogt log-log plot.
A muchmore suitable fit of s and ds/dlogt is presented in Fig. 7-C
where the signal is divided in a sequence of flow regimes with var-
ious n values. On a semi-log plot of s, values of n < 2, n > 2, and n = 2
show respectively a convex, a concave and a straight curve reflect-
ing a rising, a declining or a static drawdown rate. Conceptually,
these flow regimes can be related to transmissivity patterns.
Bowman et al. (2012) showed numerically that n < 2 and n > 2
may be generated by conduit geometry in which the cross-
sectional area respectively decreases and increases as a power
function of distance. Finally, for n = 2, the derivative horizontally
straightens and the drawdown signal displays a straight line, indi-
cating no change in the drawdown rate, which agrees with the
Cooper-Jacob model.
The ds/dlogt signal displays a sequence of integer and non-
integer flow regimes (Fig. 7-C): a fractional flow regime (n = 1.5
from 1.8 to 40 min), followed by a radial flow regime (n = 2 from
40 to 500 min). This n sequence composed of n = 1.5 and n = 2
has been numerically shown by Rafini and Larocque (2012) to be
generated by the presence of a vertical finite-conductivity fault
embedded into an aquifer, and not directly connected to the pump-
ing well. The n = 1.5 segment represents a bilinear flow regime
indicating that the pressure front pulse expands through a media
composed by a finite-conductive fault and the fractured rock
continuous-like matrix (Abbaszadeh and Cinco-Ley, 1995; Rafini
and Larocque, 2009). In other words, during the constant-rate
pumping test, the fault that is supplying the well is at the same
time supplied by the matrix, inducing a diffusion deceleration that
is responsible for the fractional flow regime occurrence (Rafini and
Larocque, 2009). The radial flow is observed following the bilinear
flow regime and indicates that the pressure front pulse diffusion
through the matrix is dominant over the pressure front pulse diffu-
sion through the fault. The influence of the fault is thus totally
masked by the matrix’s hydraulic response, which predominates
over the aquifer’s response So far, the leaky vertical fault is the onlyflow model that has been documented to interpret n = 1.5. If the
area of the cross flow undergoes a change which is proportional
to r0.5, this will produce a value of n equal to 1.5.
This case study provides another example showing that inter-
preting pumping test data using the traditional drawdown analysis
on semi-log plots leads the practitioner to miss most of the infor-
mation and to perform an invalid or low-quality hydrodynamic
diagnosis. Such inappropriate interpretation of flow will induce
inaccuracies in the estimation of the aquifer’s hydraulic properties.
For instance, assuming a radial flow (n = 2) in a homogeneous
media while the aquifer is, in fact, composed of a vertical fault that
generates a bilinear flow (n = 1.5), would lead the practitioner to
overestimate the matrix’s transmissivity, to ignore the presence
of a water-bearing fault or to underestimate the fault’s
transmissivity.4.2. The occurrences of flow dimension in natural aquifers
The scope of this section is to provide an overview of the occur-
rence of flow dimension in nature and to compare the values of n
against their geological settings in order to obtain insights into
the physical meaning of flow dimension in terms of what it can tell
us about the hydrogeological settings and features. Note that only
derivative slopes which rigorously correspond to a flow dimension
are retained. Slopes more likely relating to transitions and bound-
ary effects (no-flow or constant head) were not included in the
database. In fact, as defined by Barker (1988), the flow dimension
must reflect the properties of a volume of aquifer investigated by
the cross-flow area. This definition of the flow dimension will be
covered in the discussion section.4.2.1. Analysis of the entire database
4.2.1.1. Flow dimension values. The database contains data from 69
well tests conducted in three different geological environments, in
roughly the same proportions: crystalline rocks (19 pumping
tests), carbonate rocks (28 pumping tests) and alluvial deposits
(22 pumping tests). The pumping tests were performed on average
during 2.5 days (63 % of the tests ranged from 2 to 4 days). The four
shortest well tests lasted 4 h, 5.5 h, 12 h and 15 h, whereas the four
longest well tests lasted 7.1 days, 8 days, 9.1 days and 14.7 days.
Fig. 7. Diagnostic plots and interpretations of a constant-rate pumping test (6.5 days) conducted in the P-8 well located in a Chasy carbonate rock aquifer of Sainte-Anne-des-
Plaines (Charlevoix, Quebec, Canada). In the upper part of Figures A), B) and C): Semi-log plot of the drawdown s; in the lower part of the same figures: log-log plot of the
drawdown-log derivative ds/dlogt. a) Hydrodynamic analysis assuming one radial flow regime, b) Hydrodynamic analysis assuming a sequence of two radial flow regimes, c)
Hydrodynamic analysis assuming a sequence of a fractional and a radial flow regime. The grey lines, derived from the algorithm of Bourdet et al. (1989), represent seven data
smoothings for L ranging between 0.2 and 0.8. The R2 value represents the coefficient of determination between the derivative data and the regression line.
460 A. Ferroud et al. / Journal of Hydrology 556 (2018) 449–474Analysis of the data from these 69 pumping tests provided flow
dimension distribution values ranging between 0.2 and 3.5, with a
mean value of 1.7 and a standard deviation of 0.4. Other studies
have also analyzed the frequency of occurrence of the flow dimen-
sion from field data (Table 4). The frequencies of occurrence of n
posited by the studies of Bangoy et al. (1992), Kuusela-Lahtinen
et al. (2003), Audouin and Bodin (2008) and Verbovšek (2009,
2011) bring valuable insight as to how n occurs in fractured rock
aquifers. Each of these 4 studies, however, is restricted to only
one or two fractured rock settings and used n as a tool for refining
the characterization of fractured media or to help in selecting the
analytical model. Only one (Verbovšek, 2009, 2011) presented a
statistical study aiming to analyse the influence of several param-
eters on n, such as the lithological properties of dolomites, their
age, the topographical settings, the degree of penetration of the
wells, etc. His study analyzes the statistical occurrence of n in a sin-
gle geological setting, the dolomites. Our study compared n to var-
ious environments such as crystalline and carbonate fracturedrocks, weathered crystalline rocks and fluvio-glacial deposits in
order to better understand the relationship between n and the local
geological features. Because statistical studies examine and manip-
ulate direct field information, they contribute information in paral-
lel to numerical studies and make it possible to enrich our physical
interpretation of n.
Because the data used for the studies of Table 4 were obtained
by means of various different methodologies to conduct pumping
tests (packer test, slug test, pumping test) and a wide diversity of
procedures to determine flow dimensions (manual and automated
type-curve matching of s or ds/dlogt, sequential analysis of ds/
dlogt), the studies should be compared with caution. Indeed, the
pumping test duration scale is different for all studies, implying
that the portion of each aquifer investigated by the pressure front
pulse is no doubt variable. We should remember that short-term
pumping test studies are only capable of expressing wellbore
effects and the behavior of the aquifer in the area closest to the
well.
Table 4
Summary of studies analysing the frequency of occurrence of the flow dimension n.
Type of test Range of n Geological setting Nb of pumping wells Duration of the pumping test Location of
pumping tests
Methodology Reference
Pumping test 0,2 < n < 1,34 Granitic rock and carbonate
rock aquifers
2 pumping wells, 12
observation
piezometers
25 h (granitic rock aquifer), <10 h
(carbonate rock aquifer)
Pyrenee (south
France), Terrieu
(France)
Type-curve fitting of s Bangoy
et al.
(1992)
Hydraulic tests 76 % of the data
showed fractal n, with
1 < n < 2
54 fractured aquifers 126 well tests Korean Hamm
(1995)
Three multiple
constant rate
pumping tests
1,6 < n < 2 for the
pumped fracture zone
and n = 1,45–1,5 in
the neighboring one
Poorly weathered crystalline
rocks.
No flow in the crystalline
matrix.
Intense fracturing along
subvertical Precambrian shear
zones
3 pumping wells, 4
observation
piezometers
6 h of pumping Leppavirta (sou
central Finland
Best-fitting curve based on an
analytical model with fractional
flow dimensions
Leveinen
(2000)
Pressure-pulse,
constant-
pressure flow,
pressure-
recovery tests
1 < n < 3 Evaporite deposits 16 hydraulic tests not determined Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant of th
Delaware Bassi
(New Mexico)
Type-curve fitting Beauheim
et Roberts
(2002)
2 m and 10 m
constant
pressure
injection test
1,6 < n < 2,5 Low conductivity crystalline
rock aquifer
5 pumping wells, 175
constant-pressure
injection tests
around 1 h or less Romuvaara (Su Type-curve fitting of ds/dlogt
(FRACDIMQ algorithm, Doe et
Geier 1990)
Kuusela-
Lahtinen
et al.
(2003a)
Constant-rate
pumping tests
n = 1,6 Crystalline aquifer (preferential
weathering of a subvertical
fractured zone)
106 m3 per year since
1991 as the main water
supply for a town of
20,000 inhabitants
3 pumping tests, whose duration was 5,
13 and 88 days, with sampling rates as
short as 1 min, giving a scale range of 4–5
orders of magnitude in time
Plœmeur Best-fitting of both s and ds/dlogt le Borgne
et al.
(2004)
Step drawdown
test
2,25 Fractured limestones 1 pumping well approximately 150 min Montpellier
University yard
(France)
Type-curve fitting of the semi-
logarithmic plot of the
drawdown data (with a leakage
model)
Lods and
Gouze
(2004)
Pumping tests 0,7 Fractured rock (harzburgite
massif)
1 pumping well approximately 80 h Ophiolitic com
of Oman
Type-curve fitting of the semi-
logarithmic plot of the
drawdown data (with a double
porosity model)
Lods and
Gouze
(2004)
Pumping tests 1,7 Fractured rock (gabbros) 1 pumping well, 3
observation
piezometers
around than 80 h Ophiolitic com
of Oman
Type-curve fitting of the semi-
logarithmic plot of the
drawdown data
Lods and
Gouze
(2004)
Pumping tests 1,8 Fractured granites 1 pumping well, 3
observation
piezometers
around 16 h South Centre o
India
Type-curve fitting of the semi-
logarithmic plot of the
drawdown data (with a model
composed of a fracture and a
matrix)
Lods and
Gouze
(2004)
Pumping tests 1,45 Fractured granites 1 pumping well, 1
observation piezometer
less than 20 h of pumping South Korea Type-curve fitting of the semi-
logarithmic plot of the
drawdown data (with a leakage
model)
Lods and
Gouze
(2004)
Pumping tests 1,2 < n < 2 Weathered crystalline rock
aquifer (3 m of underlying
horizontally fractured-
weathered layer)
34 pumping wells/
observation wells
around 1 day Maheshwaram
watershed (Ind
Type-curve fitting of the semi-
logarithmic plot of the
drawdown data
Maréchal
et al.
(2004)
(continued on next page)
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462 A. Ferroud et al. / Journal of Hydrology 556 (2018) 449–474Fig. 8 shows the occurrence of frequency of n in the entire data-
base (not considering the duration of observation of n). The figure
shows that there is a wide diversity of n values. In particular, the
large clear bars of Fig. 8 show that the linear, radial and spherical
dimensions represent, respectively, 20 %, 31 % and 8 % of the 121
flow dimensions analyzed. Non-integer n values are also signifi-
cantly represented. The fractional n values in ranges 0–1, 1–2, 2–
3 and >3 represent, respectively, 3 %, 24 %, 11 %, and 1 % of all
n values, which together amount to a total of 38 % of fractional flow
dimension values.
Radial flow regimes are observed in 55 % of the 69 pumping
tests and represent 31 % of the 121 flow regimes that were inter-
preted overall (large bars in Fig. 8). These radial flow regime occur-
rences are observed systematically in a sequence of several flow
regimes with non-radial flow dimensions. As a result: i) the unique
radial flow conditions as stipulated by Theis are rarely observed in
this database; ii) radial flow is observed only 31 % of the overall
reported flow regimes, while it is assumed in an overwhelming
majority of existing interpretative models. In fact, most analytical
models published in the petroleum literature since the 80’s are
variations on the radial theme. The fact that we are now able to
observe predominantly non-radial flow dimensions emphasizes
the need to develop interpretative models that represent the real
dimension of flow more accurately than Theis and Theis-derived
models, which remain commonly used.
It is interesting to note that the n values smaller than 2, equal to
2 and greater than 2 are associated with different flow behaviors:
0 < n  2 is related to an increase of the drawdown rate (thus, the
head decline accelerates), while n > 2 expresses a decline of the
drawdown rate (thus, the head decline decelerates). A summary
of the hydrodynamics of each class is given in Table 5. Based on
the Barker relation (Eq. (1)), the n values ranging between 0 and
1 are interpreted as a decrease of the cross-flow area as it expands
radially. This can suggest a reduction of the transmissivity as the
pressure-front pulse expands or, for n = 0, a depletion of the aqui-
fer. The n values equal to 1 are associated with a cross-flow area
that is constant (Eq. (1)), suggesting that the pressure wave is dif-
fusing through a channelized environment, as explained above. All
the values of n > 1 express an increase of A(r) (Table 3) that is
induced by various geometries of boundaries, transmissivity con-
figurations, fault-matrix relations, etc. (cf. Section 2.2.2).
4.2.1.2. Flow regime duration. The duration of flow regimes is a crit-
ical point of the flow dimension analysis. This issue was addressed
by computing the ‘‘mean of the logarithmic duration of n”, calcu-
lated as follows: (the number of observation of n of a pumping test)
* (
P
of the logarithmic duration of n of a pumping test)/(
P
of the
logarithmic durations of n of the entire database).
The thin dark bars of Fig. 8 represent the mean of the logarith-
mic duration of n (right axis) and the large bars of Fig. 8 show the
frequency of occurrence of n (left axis). Presenting these two types
of information in combination shows that the most frequently
observed flow dimensions are not necessarily the longer-lasting
ones. In fact, the thin dark bars show that the most stable long-
term flow dimensions are n = 2.4, n = 1.3 and n = 1.6, which are
observed during respective averages of 2.36, 2.28 and 2.17 log-
cycles. The sub-radial flow dimension (n = 1.3), which is almost
exclusively observed in alluvial deposits, is observed during a
long-lasting duration (2.3 log-cycles in average). The bilinear flow
dimension (n = 1.5), mostly observed in fractured rocks, is
observed during 1.9 log-cycle on average. On the contrary, the
radial flow dimension n = 2 is one of the most frequent flow dimen-
sions of the database (31 % of the 121 flow dimensions) but it is
also one of the shortest-lasting flow dimensions. On average, n =
2 is observed during less than one log-cycle (0.97 log-cycle in aver-
age). In fact, in all the various geological settings, n = 2 has gener-
Fig. 8. Statistical analysis of the flow dimension occurrence during 69 constant-rate pumping tests (including respectively 19, 22 and 28 pumping tests in fractured rocks,
deposits and carbonate rocks), located in Canada, France and Tunisia. The database contains 121 distinct flow dimension values. The ‘‘N” in the graph titles represents the
number of observed flow dimensions. The flow dimension is manually estimated from a sequential analysis. The large bars are read on the left y-axis, the thin-dark bars are
read on the right y-axis.
Table 5
Summary of hydrodynamic interpretations of n and their graphical representations.
Flow dimension n n < 1 n = 1 1 < n < 2 n = 2 n > 2
Cross-flow area A(r) & ? % % %
Log-rate of drawdown s % % % ? &
Shape of s on a semi-log plot convex curve convex curve convex curve straight line concave curve
Shape of ds/dlogt on a log-log plot rising slope rising slope rising slope horizontal slope declining slope
%: increases when r %.
&: decreases when r %.
?: is constant when r %.
A. Ferroud et al. / Journal of Hydrology 556 (2018) 449–474 463ally been observed at the beginning of the pumping tests and dur-
ing a short time period. The linear flow dimension (n = 1) is also
related to a long-lasting signal (1.7 log-cycles in average) and is
observed in equal proportions between the alluvial deposits
(7 %), the carbonates (8 %) and the crystalline rocks (5 %). Insights
on the conceptual interpretation of the observed flow dimensions
are given in the following section by combining the values and
the duration of n and the geological settings.
This figure also shows some relationships between the n values
and the geological environments. For instance, n = 1.3 is exclu-
sively observed in alluvial deposits, while n = 1.5 and n = 2.5 are
almost exclusively observed in fractured rocks. The affinity of n
to certain environments suggests that the geological facies influ-
ences the geometry of the pressure wave, and so the flow dimen-
sion. It may be thus a valuable tool to explore the properties of
the aquifer that control the flow regimes.
4.2.1.3. Flow dimension sequences. The flow dimension values
included the database are only those that are assumed to be repre-
sentative of the properties of a volume of aquifer. However, the
flow dimension sequence takes into account every slope of a signal.
Thus, for certain signals, the wellbore effects, transitions and/or
hydraulic boundaries are considered into the sequence.
Most signals exhibit several successive flow regimes marked by
different n values: 88 % of the pumping tests analyzed for this
study were multi-stage, with 38 %, 44 % and 6 %, presenting,
respectively, 2, 3 and 4 sequences of flow dimensions (Fig. 9).
The n sequences express various geological facies that control the
pressure wave and which are successively reached by this pressure
wave.
Fractured media produce a major proportion of n-sequential
signals: they represent, respectively, 85 %, 100 % and 96 % of the
pumping tests performed in faulted crystalline rocks, altered crys-
talline rocks and carbonate rocks. This suggests that fracturedmedia are complex heterogeneous systems involving various flow
regimes (Fig. 9).
At early times, a change of derivative slope may signal the
evolution from wellbore and skin effects to the aquifer response.
At middle times and late times, as the pressure front pulse
expands through the aquifer, variable slope sequences of ds/dlogt
can express changes in the hydraulic and/or geometrical condi-
tions of the aquifer, transitions and/or eventually the attainment
of hydraulic boundaries. Note that the derivative signatures that
are related to skin effects, wellbore storage effects or hydraulic
boundaries have not been included in the flow dimension
database.
Sequences of flow regimes have often been reported in various
field and numerical studies conducted in fractured rock aquifers
(Ehlig-Economides, 1988; Mattar 1997; Escobar et al., 2005;
Renard et al., 2009; Rafini and Larocque, 2012). This study, based
on an n-sequential analysis, further shows that, contrary to current
opinion, alluvial deposits can also exhibit complex flow behaviors
with discontinuous flow regimes and fractional n values (primarily
ranging from 1 to 2).
A wide array of n values was observed in the database, in dif-
ferent sequences, of various durations and with varying frequen-
cies of occurrence. The following section describes the results
obtained when comparing the flow regimes to the geological
environments of wells in order to obtain insights on the physical
interpretation of n.
4.2.2. Analysis of the distribution of n in different geological
environments
4.2.2.1. Crystalline rock aquifers. Based on 19 pumping tests, the fre-
quency histogram of n in crystalline rock aquifers displays scat-
tered and highly variable values. The faulted crystalline rocks
(FCR) studied are located in Canada while the altered crystalline
rocks (ACR) studied are located in France. Because the sequences
Fig. 9. Proportional distribution of the 1, 2, 3 and 4 n sequences in the 69 pumping tests conducted for this study.
464 A. Ferroud et al. / Journal of Hydrology 556 (2018) 449–474and values of n are different between the 2 groups, they were ana-
lyzed separately.
The FCR group of pumping tests, which produced 24 distinct
flow regimes with 13 pumping tests, showed various n values char-
acteristic of long-lasting flow regimes. The most significant n val-
ues are 1 – 2.5 – 2 – 1.5, representing, respectively, 38 %, 21 %,
17 % and 8 % of the FCR n, and lasting, respectively, 1.6, 1.5, 0.9
and 2.7 log-cycles (Fig. 10-A).
The occurrence of linear (n = 1) and bilinear flow regimes (n =
1.5) in these environments corroborate their common conceptual
interpretation as expressing the presence of conductive fractures:
n = 1 has been attributed by Gringarten et al. (1974, 1975) to an
infinite-conductivity fracture and by Cinco-Ley et al. (1978) and
Cinco-Ley and Samaniego (1981) to a finite-conductive fracture
(early pumping time). The first conceptual model assumes a
matrix linear flow originating from the uniformly depressurized
fault, which consequently acts as a planar source, while the sec-
ond model stipulates a linear flow occurring into the fault before
the embedding matrix is depressurized. The embedding environ-
ment is assumed to behave like a continuous porous media,
which means that the fracture network is dense with a suffi-
ciently high degree of connectivity. Obviously, any flow model
that produces a diffusion of the cross-flow area that does not
change with distance will produce a linear flow regime. Linear
flow regimes may also be produced in hard rock aquifers from
one-dimensional flow conduits formed at the intersection of
two fractures or faults (Eq. (1)), in channels along the fault plane
(Figueiredo et al., 2016) or when a fracture set controls the flow
in one direction.
The value n = 1.5 has been associated with an aquifer composed
of a vertical finite-conductive fault supplied by a continuous Theis-
sian matrix with a hydraulic conductivity lower than the fault
(Cinco-Ley et al., 1978; Cinco-Ley and Samaniego-V., 1981; Rafini
and Larocque, 2012).The fractional values of nwhich range between 1 and 2 (e.g., n =
1.2 or n = 1.7) have not to this date been assigned a conceptual
description (with the exception of n = 1.5). Some assumptions on
the physical interpretation of sub-radial flow dimensions can how-
ever be made regarding the properties of faulted/fractured net-
works, the distribution of transmissivity around the well and the
geometry of faults or boundaries. The only limitation is that the
diffusion of the pressure disturbance must satisfy Eq. (1). For
instance, as stated by Bowman et al. (2012), n is influenced either
by the geometry of flow conduits or by leakage effects into the con-
duits. According to Raghavan (2004), a decreasing permeability
with distance from the wellbore leads to an increase of the ds/dlogt
signal (0 < n < 2). Several authors have associated fractional flow
dimensions to the scale-invariant properties of fracture networks
(Chang and Yortsos, 1990; Bangoy et al., 1992; Acuna and
Yortsos, 1995; de Dreuzy et al., 2000; Doughty and Karasaki,
2002; Walker et al., 2006). Following this principle, it has been
shown that fractional flow responses represent to a diffusion
slow-down into fractal networks, and n is a function of the fractal
dimension and the anomalous diffusion coefficient which likely
indicates the presence of connectivity. More recently, Figueiredo
et al. (2016) interpreted the sub-radial flow dimension values to
be related to the density of channel intersections (or when a frac-
ture is intersected by more than one inflow and one outflow frac-
tures) and local heterogeneities as a function of distance from the
pumping well.
The sub-spherical flow regime (n = 2.5) also occurs predomi-
nantly in our study. By analysing both the lithostratigraphy of
wellbore loggings and n, we observe that this flow regime is statis-
tically correlated with fractured rocks that are supplied by an over-
lying granular horizon. Obviously, further field data and consistent
numerical results are needed to establish any link between this
flow dimension and possible leakage effects. However one author,
Doe (2002), stated that for a planar conductor (a horizontal and
tabular aquifer) generating a radial flow regime, «leakage over
Fig. 10. Statistical analysis of the flow dimension occurrence in 69 constant-rate pumping tests performed A) in altered crystalline rock aquifers, B) in faulted crystalline rock
aquifers, C) in carbonate rock aquifers and D) in alluvial deposits. The flow dimension was manually estimated based on a sequential analysis. The large dark bars that
represent the flow dimension occurrence are read on the left y-axis. The thin clear bars that represent the mean logarithmic duration of n are read on the right y-axis. The ‘‘N”
in the graph titles represents the number of observed flow dimensions.
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Fig. 11. Example of a diagnostic plot with a flow dimension value greater than 3 (n
= 3.5). The diamond shapes represent the drawdown log-derivative signal and the
‘‘x” shapes represent the drawdown signal. The well test was performed in a
weathered crystalline rock located in France. The fit is performed using the SIREN
code. The quality of the manual fit is evaluated using the determination coefficient
R2 between the regression line and the derivative data. The n = 3.5 is assumed to be
induced by a partially penetrating/completed/screened well which is influenced by
leakage.
466 A. Ferroud et al. / Journal of Hydrology 556 (2018) 449–474the conductor surface may lead to a dimension somewhat greater
than 2» (no proof was presented). This phenomenon will be inves-
tigated in future works.
Note that 23 % of cases in the FCR group show negative unit
slopes of the ds/dlogt signal, which suggests that there are transi-
tions to higher values of hydraulic properties (Rafini et al., 2017)
or transitions to another flow dimension value (Rafini and
Larocque, 2012) or transitions to constant-head boundary condi-
tions (Walker and Roberts, 2003). Transitions in FCR aquifers
reflect heterogeneity of the fractured media. When constant-head
boundary effects are observed in the FCR aquifers, this reflects
the existence of hydraulic relationships between the fractured
media and lakes or rivers on the surface, or may reflect a significant
increase of the hydraulic conductivity or of the storage coefficient
(for instance, a system of minor faults intersecting a major fault).
The ACR group, composed of 6 pumping tests and 10 n values, is
represented by flow dimension values ranging from 0.6 to 3.5
(Fig. 10-B). The spherical and the radial flow dimensions are fre-
quently observed and each represents 18 %, but the radial flow is
only observed during a short period of time. The radial flow dimen-
sion is observed at early times or at late times, depending on the
derivative signatures. The ACR group is composed of sub-linear
(n = 0.8), linear (n = 1), sub-radial (n = 1.4 – 1.5 – 1.6 – 1.7), radial
(n = 2), sub-spherical (n = 2.7), spherical (n = 3) and hyper-
spherical-spherical (n = 3.5) flow dimensions. Comparatively to
the FCR group, the ACR group demonstrates a lesser proportion
of linear flow values and a greater proportion of n values higher
than 2.7. The spherical flow dimension is observed in the ACR
group, whereas it is not observed in the FCR group. These features
may be expressions of the effects of chemical alterations on FCR
aquifers. Indeed, chemical alteration increases the fracture density
and the connectivity between fractures, leading to a thicker flow
media in which the pressure front pulse can expand more easily.
The altered rock aquifers are characterised by granitic sand over-
laying a fractured-weathered layer, requiring the use of a screened
borehole. Chemical alteration processes tend to increase the con-
nectivity of existing fractures, leading to an enhancement of the
permeability of hard rock aquifers (Lachassagne, 2008;
Lachassagne et al., 2011; Worthington et al., 2016). According to
these authors, chemical processes such as the swelling of certain
minerals can widen fractures. As may be expected, such expansion
of the volume and hydraulic activity of fractures is revealed by a
statistical increase of the flow dimension, as observed here, as well
as a higher occurrence of the spherical flow regime. In this context,
the spherical flow regime likely reflects conditions of a partially
penetrating well, in other words, a situation in which a full volume
aquifer which has a thickness much greater than the screened or
open-borehole window (Escobar et al., 2012; Ferroud et al.,
2015). This supposes that the density and connectivity of the frac-
ture network are sufficiently high, presumably as a consequence of
weathering, for the network to behave like a three-dimensional
continuum. Conceptually, the well is associated with a point source
involving a cross-flow area expansion in the form of concentric
spheres. The value of n greater than 3 (n = 3.5), which is a long-
term and low-noise signal (Fig. 11), is enigmatic and requires more
field and numerical investigations in order to be better understood.
However, we provide some possible explanations in the general
discussion section.
4.2.2.2. Carbonate aquifers. The histogram of carbonate rock aqui-
fers was established based on 29 pumping tests located in the
regions of Mirabel, CHCN, SLSJ (Quebec), Nord-Pas-de-Calais,
Midi-Pyrénées (France) and Kef (Tunisia). The most observed n val-
ues are: n = 2-1-3 – 1.2 – 1.5 – 2.5 representing, respectively, 42 %,
13 %, 10 %, 6 %, 6 % and 6 % of the carbonate group, lasting, respec-
tively, 1.2, 1, 1.4, 1.1, 1.6, 1.8 log cycles (Fig. 10-C).In terms of the ratio between the frequency of occurrence of n
and its average log-duration, the radial flow regime is the most sig-
nificant. Rafini and Larocque (2012) demonstrated that a radial
flow regime can be generated by horizontal faults. Jourde et al.
(2002) stipulated that a radial flow regime can be observed in an
orthogonal discontinuity network when the fractures are well-
connected. In general, when the pressure front-pulse is large
enough, smaller occasional heterogeneities will exert only a negli-
gible impact on the large-scale flow behavior. In such a case, the
aquifer would be associated with an equivalent continuous media
where a radial flow regime is feasible.
Furthermore, in fractured carbonate rocks, the flow is sup-
posed to be mainly governed by horizontal plane fractures that
are cross-connected by vertical fractures (Novakowski and
Lapcevic, 1988; Zanini et al., 2000). Such a conceptual model is
well-supported by the large proportion of n = 2 values reported
in these environments. The early-time radial flow observed in
our database may indicate that the bedding plane fractures are
well-connected and contribute to the flow. Whereas the late-
time radial flow may be associated with the continuous-like frac-
ture network contribution at large scale. When the cross-flow
area is large enough, the fractured dolomite, which generally pre-
sents a well-developed fracture network that is cross-connected
to a less-developed bedding plane fracture network, is also favor-
able to the development of a radial flow dimension. Finally, con-
ceptual models with horizontal planes that exhibit only plane
beddings, such as those composed of pure non-fractured lime-
stones, are also favorable to the establishment of a radial flow
dimension (Rafini and Larocque, 2012).
Fig. 10-C shows the presence of n = 1, implying the influence of
a vertical fault or an intersection of faults. The size of the disconti-
nuity may be understood based on the time-period during which
the flow regime occurs: an early-time linear regime may be due
to a submeter scale vertical fracture, while a late-time linear
regime may reveal the presence of large-scale vertical faults. On
the contrary, the value of n = 1.5 expresses the presence of a
A. Ferroud et al. / Journal of Hydrology 556 (2018) 449–474 467leaky-vertical fault supplied by a conductive matrix embedded in
the fracture network, which is sufficiently transmissive and con-
nected in order to significantly feed the fault.
The fractional values of flow dimension (non-integer n values)
are commonly interpreted to be associated with the fractal proper-
ties of fractured rock systems (crystalline or carbonate aquifers).
The fractal flow models assume that the fractured rock is com-
posed of scale-invariant fracture geometries. When during a same
pumping test a sequence of integer and non-integer values of n are
observed, this compromises the fractal theory which is based on
assumptions regarding the homogeneity and density of fractures.
The mismatch between the fractal dimension and n has been
reported (Verbovšek, 2009; Rafini and Larocque, 2012). Indeed,
Verbovšek (2009), using a statistical approach, shows that the frac-
tal dimension parameter (obtained by the classic box-counting
method) and n (obtained by an automated type-curve matching
of the drawdown log-derivative signal) are not correlated. He
interprets the fractional n values as being related to the degree
of connectivity between the fractures.
Carbonate rocks are the context with the most variable flow
dimension values. The values range between 0.2 and 3 with frac-
tional sub-radial flow dimensions of n = 1.2 – 1.3 – 1.5 – 1.6 –
1.8 and sub-spherical flow dimensions of n = 2.3 – 2.4 – 2.5. This
variability in flow dimension reflects an important variability of
fracture and fault configurations. As shown by the thin dark bars
of Fig. 10-C, these flow dimensions are generally stable and long-
term. This variability in the n values reflects environments with a
variability of fractures and/or fault configurations.
Some pumping tests performed in carbonate rock aquifers exhi-
bit late times unit slopes. In the petroleum literature, such a flow
regime is commonly associated with a reservoir that is depleted
with no spatial diffusion of drawdown (among others, Mattar
1997, Ehlig-Economides and Vera, 2013). In other words, the no-
flow boundaries have been attained. This assumption is consistent
with carbonate systems, where sealing faults are frequent due to
self-forming calcite or clay seals. This late time unit slope may
express the attainment of sealing faults or impermeable bound-
aries in every direction. Observing this signal in CFR aquifers sug-
gests either that the productive zones are limited to specific
fracture zones in the vicinity of the pumping well, or that sealed
faults are frequently reached by the pressure wave.
Negative unit slopes are also observed between some flow
dimensions and may reflect a transition period between two flow
dimensions or may be related to a significant change in hydraulic
conductivity. For instance, the dual-porosity model (Warren and
Root, 1963) assumes a transitional flow period between two radial
flow regimes which represents, firstly, the water supply from the
fracture network and secondly, the water supply from the matrix.
Rafini and Larocque (2012) show that when a finite-conductive
vertical fault is not connected to the well, a transitional flow period
is observed between the radial flow through the matrix and the
bilinear flow through the leaky fault. The frequent occurrence of
negative unit slopes thus expresses heterogeneous media with par-
ticipation of several flow regimes.
4.2.2.3. Fluvial-glacial deposit aquifers. The fluvio-glacial-deposit
(FGD) histogram generated in this study comprises 22 pumping
tests conducted in the regions of CHCN and SLSJ (Quebec) and
the eskers of the Abitibi region (Quebec). The most prominent flow
dimensions, in terms of frequency of occurrence and duration, are
represented by n = 1.3 and 1, representing, respectively, 20 % and
17 % of the FGD group (composed of 46 n values), lasting respec-
tively 2.2–2.3 log-cycles (Fig. 10-D).
All the pumping tests performed in the eskers of the Abitibi
region showed a long-term and single-stage pseudo-linear flowregime (n = 1.3). The linear flow regime in fluvioglacial deposits
has until now seldom been investigated. Two studies interpreted
the linear flow in granular aquifers to be related to two different
contexts:
i. a long and narrow system which channels the flow between
two parallel impermeable hydraulic boundaries or low-
permeability levees (Escobar et al., 2004a; Escobar and
Montealegre-M, 2007). Such systems may be observed in
channelized deposits such as glacial hollows filled by sedi-
ments or eskers.
ii. Micro-cross flow within non-communicating layers. Indeed,
by modelling pumping tests in fluvial deposits, Corbett et al.
(2012) observed that the deposit systems, formed by the
transport and deposition of sediments, exhibit characteris-
tics of hydraulic conductivity distribution, anisotropy and
geometry which strongly influence the hydraulic behavior
of these systems. They showed that a decrease of lateral
transmissivity and a poor lateral connectivity of facies favor
the development of an increasing slope of the derivative sig-
nal (which implies a linear/pseudo-linear n), which they
named the ‘‘ramp” effect.
As stated by Corbett et al. (2012), the internal properties of flu-
vial sediments are valuable assumptions which greatly contribute
to the interpretation of such linear flow regimes. Being long and
narrow systems, eskers are fluvioglacial deposits whose geometry
favors the establishment of linear flow regimes. However, the
pseudo-linear flow regimes observed in the database are more
enigmatic. More field and numerical studies are needed to deter-
mine the geological facies involved in such flow regimes.
A significant number (8 %) of spherical flow regimes are
reported in this study, notably in thick deposit aquifers. These sys-
tems, characterized by a screen thickness significantly smaller than
the aquifer thickness, favor the establishment of n = 3. In some
cases, the variable thickness aquifer is a more valuable conceptual
model to explain this value of n. For instance, one of the pumping
tests, showing a spherical flow, was performed in a topographic
depression that had been carved and then filled by glaciers. The
geometrical increase of the aquifer thickness associated with the
depression favors the establishment of a spherical flow regime
(Dal Soglio, 2012; Rafini et al., 2014).
The FGD group displays early unit negative slopes of the ds/
dlogt signal which may indicate a transition period between the
wellbore effects and the aquifer’s signal (Tiab, 1995). It is not
surprising to observe wellbore effects more frequently in
deposit aquifers than in fractured aquifers, because granular
boreholes require a screen which may induce skin effects, while
the borehole dug into fractured rock is a simple open hole
without a screen.
As explained above, fractional n values are widely interpreted to
reflect the fractal properties of the fractured rock media, an inter-
pretation that is challenged by the observation of frequent non-
integer values of n in granular aquifers, mostly in the range of 1–2.
It should be noted that no relationship between n and the con-
finement conditions of the aquifer (confined/unconfined) has been
observed. The typical type-curve provided by Neuman’s solution
has not been observed either.
5. Discussion
This study has collected and summarized the flow dimension
values of several pumping tests and reviewed the current pub-
lished assumptions used to interpret these flow dimension values.
Any flow model where the transient flow area changes by a certain
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specific flow dimension. This is the reason why the assumptions
presented in the ‘‘Result and discussion” section are non-unique;
it is possible for different hydraulic and geometrical configurations
to yield a same value of flow dimension.
When conducting the n-sequential analysis, it is important to
keep in mind that the propagation of the pressure front-pulse is
a diffusive process, and that the drawdown behavior is governed
by averaged conditions rather than by local heterogeneities
(Horne, 1995). Furthermore, the flow dimension is not an integra-
tive value that would represent a combination of all the flow
regimes. Rather, it is an apparent value that reflects the dominant
flow regime which influences the cross-flow area diffusion felt by
the pressure-front pulse. For instance, as modeled by Rafini and
Larocque (2012), a vertical leaky fault located in a homogeneous
matrix generates the n-sequence 1.5–2, reflecting, firstly, the influ-
ence of the fault and secondly, the influence of the matrix. Under
no circumstance will the second n express a mean value between
the two flow regimes. Rather, it should be underlined that the sec-
ond flow regime is a value that expresses the flow regime related
to the most influential flow of the hydrogeological facies. The
sequences of n can thus be interpreted independently and succes-
sively. Because each flow regime observed during a single pumping
test exists independent from any other, it is conceivable to inter-
pret an n-sequential signal by successively matching various ana-
lytical solutions (as done by Hammond and Field, (2014)).
The drawdown log-derivative signal and Barker’s law help in
better interpreting the flow regime occurring during a constant-
rate pumping test. In order to use the flow dimension value as a
diagnostic tool, it is important, however, to keep in mind that the
cross-flow area is growing as the pressure wave is diffused through
the aquifer. Due to the expansion of the cross-flow area, a variation
in the observational scale must be considered. Hence, the sensitiv-
ity of the transient well test signal to small heterogeneities dimin-
ishes as the radius of investigation increases. Beauheim et al.
(2004) highlighted the importance of considering the scale when
analysing the flow dimensions of pumping tests in a heterogeneous
aquifer. They stated that for a single pumping well, different esti-
mated flow dimensions can be obtained, depending on the pump-
ing test method used. Indeed, some of these pumping tests may not
have the same radius of investigation, such as for instance slug test
compared to pumping test. It is worth noting that the extent and
the diffusion rate of the radius of investigation is independent of
the pumping rate, because it is an intrinsic value only associated
with the diffusive properties of the aquifer (transmissivity and
storage).
The interpretation of flow regimes employs successive linear
regressions on derivative data, into several time windows. The
recognition of these time windows, and the confidence this pro-
vides for the interpretation of flow dimension, remains a sensi-
tive aspect of the approach that may, in some cases, leave
uncertainties. A manual interpretation is recommended rather
than any automated process which optimizes regression coeffi-
cient sequences. Indeed, the quality of regressions is not the only
component of a proper interpretation of flow regimes: a manual
analysis of derivative data makes it possible to identify pumping
rate stops or changes, to award a lesser degree of significance to
certain noisy sections that have a more obvious and greater
degree of data instability – either instrumental, due to a tempo-
rary high diffuse heterogeneity field, or for other reasons. Fur-
thermore, the practitioner conducting a manual interpretation
may benefit from derivative differentiation without being misled
by it, in other words, to ‘‘stick to raw data”. We finally submit
that a simultaneous fit on both s and ds/dlogt significantly con-
tributes to reducing subjectivity issues regarding the interpreta-
tion of flow regimes.A major issue of any derivative analysis remains the quality of
the data. Even though derivative data are, advantageously, highly
sensitive to hydrodynamic changes in the aquifer, they are also
strongly impacted by noise sources, either natural or instrumental.
It is not rare that noise impedes any confident and unique interpre-
tation of derivative curves. As stated by Anderson et al., (2006),
interpreting a pumping test without taking data quality into
account can lead to the erroneous understanding of aquifer fea-
tures. Various differentiation methods are proposed in the litera-
ture to improve the signal/noise ratio. The deconvolution
techniques, initially proposed by Birsoy and Summers (1980) in
hydrogeology and by von Schroeter et al. (2001) and Azi et al.
(2008) in the petroleum industry, make it possible to assess the
equivalent constant-rate drawdown of a variable-rate test. The
practice is extremely popular in petroleum studies to process the
transient tests before their interpretation (Azi et al., 2008;
Gringarten, 2010; Onur and Kuchuk, 2012; Obeahon et al., 2014).
These approaches require knowledge of the drawdown s, the time
t and the pumping rate Q. It may be advantageous to adopt this
data processing practice in hydrogeology studies in order to
improve the accuracy of interpretations. The deconvolution tools
could not have been integrated in this study due to the lack of
detailed pumping rate survey data.
Even though variations in pumping rate steps do not influ-
ence the estimation of the flow dimension (because single vari-
ations do not change the general trend of the derivative signal
and may thus be disregarded in the analysis), each pumping rate
adjustment strongly affects the derivative signal by generating
significant noise. Thus, analysing the recovery data appears to
be a favorable option. Practitioners must, however, be aware that
drawdown and recovery signals are not necessarily similar. As
stated by (Mattar, 1997, 1999), the differences between the
drawdown and the buildup data appear when the test is affected
by aquifer heterogeneities or boundaries. Because the analytical
type curves are mostly configured for drawdown, the drawdown
data are needed to estimate the hydraulic properties. The
buildup signal should be interpreted qualitatively, in addition
to the drawdown data (because it is not subject to disturbances
caused by changes in pumping rate). The buildup signal should
indeed be analyzed in order to help with the diagnostics rather
than for quantitative analysis.
When using the derivative signal in order to estimate the
hydraulic properties of the aquifer, it is important to keep in
mind that i) the flow dimension value can reflect the geometry
of the aquifer and/or the geometry of the well and/or the geom-
etry of the flow and/or the geometry and connectivity of frac-
tures (in fractured media); and ii) certain mechanisms can
disrupt the signal of the aquifer. In early times, the signal of
the aquifer can be masked or disrupted by wellbore effects. At
middle times, the aquifer’s signal can be influenced by rain infil-
tration or leakage. At late times, the signal of the aquifer can be
masked by boundary conditions. When interpreting flow
regimes, it is therefore important to have good knowledge of
the environment surrounding the well and the conditions of
the pumping tests. Further numerical simulations are needed
to i) distinguish such effects from the aquifer’s signal and ii)
develop analytical equations for non-radial flow regimes.
The spherical flow dimensions of the entire database were ana-
lyzed, in order to correlate the well conditions of a partial penetrat
ing/completed/screened pumping well with the frequency of
occurrence of the spherical flow dimension. The spherical flow
dimension is observable in 10 pumping tests, four of which were
performed in alluvial deposits, two in weathered crystalline rock
aquifers, three in carbonate rocks and one with a screen intercept-
ing both a carbonate rock and a moraine (Table 6). According to
Escobar et al. (2012), the early-times flow dimension is signifi-
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A. Ferroud et al. / Journal of Hydrology 556 (2018) 449–474 469cantly influenced by the penetration ratio of the pumping well.
Moncada et al. (2005) explained that the typical 0.5 slope of
the ds/dlogt signal, which is characteristic of the spherical flow
dimension, is absent for penetration ratios greater than 40 %. Based
on this knowledge, we interpret three pumping tests to be related
to partial penetration effects because the penetration ratios are
lower than 29 % (Table 6). The pumping well of La Narce shows a
long-term and weakly noisy signal with n = 3.5 (Fig. 11). We sug-
gest that this hyper-spherical flow dimension may reflect a partial
penetrating well effect combined with leakage effects. We will dis-
cuss this assumption in the next paragraph. Unfortunately, three
pumping tests with n = 3 are not interpretable due to a lack of data
or poor conditions (the static level is 0.77 m above the top of the
screen and the dynamic level is below the top of the screen).
Finally, three of the signatures show a spherical flow dimension
but cannot be interpreted with the partially penetrating well
effects, suggesting that other conditions may produce such a
spherical flow dimension. The non-unicity of the derivative signal
has already been reported in the literature and will be discussed
in the next sections. More field and numerical analyses are thus
needed to interpret these pumping tests.
This paragraph aims at providing some thoughts about Barker’s
model and widening the concepts of the flow dimension parameter
that may be related to leakage effects. Since the initial develop-
ment of the GRF model by Barker (1988), the interpretation of
the flow dimension has been extended. As previously explained
in Section 2.2.2, the fractal interpretation of fractional values has
been open to non-space filling (Doe, 1991), non-fractal fractured
media settings (Jourde et al., 1998; Maréchal et al., 2008; Giese
et al., 2017) and non-homogeneous systems (Rafini and Larocque,
2009). Rafini and Larocque (2009, 2012) explained that a vertical
fault, which is expected to induce a linear flow dimension (n = 1),
actually produces a bilinear flow dimension (n = 1.5), because the
flow from the matrix supplies the fault. Furthermore, we observed
a statistical correlation between the sub-spherical flow dimension
(n = 2.5) and the fractured rocks that are supplied by an overlying
granular horizon. In addition, Doe (2002) explained that a media
inducing a radial flow dimension, which is supplied by leakage,
‘‘may lead to a dimension somewhat greater than 2”. These obser-
vations lead us to suppose that the sub-radial flow dimensions (2
< n < 3) may reflect a system that induces a radial flow dimension
which is supplied by leakage. Also, we observed a sub-radial flow
dimension (n = 1.3) in eskers that are highly transmissive flow con-
duits supplied by surrounding alluvial deposits. In the same line of
thought, the esker flow system is expected to induce a linear flow
dimension. But leakage around eskers results in increasing linear
flow dimension to reach sub-radial flow dimension. Thus, a system
supplied by leakage seems to induce a flow dimension somewhat
greater than expected. Based on this observation, a point source
system or a partially penetrating well (that produces n = 3), which
is supplied by leakage, may induce a hyper-spherical flow dimen-
sion. Indeed, we observe a hyper-spherical flow dimension (n =
3.5) in the La Nacre weathered crystalline rock (fourth line of
Table 6 and Fig. 11). We assume that this value reflects the signal
of a partially penetrating well (expected to induce n = 3) that is
supplied by leakage. This assumption is in line with the conceptual
models of weathered crystalline rock aquifers (Lachassagne, 2008;
Lachassagne et al., 2011; Worthington et al., 2016).
6. Conclusion
Based on 69 constant-rate pumping tests, this study presents an
overview of the occurrence in nature of the flow dimension
parameter in fractured/altered crystalline rock aquifers, carbonate
aquifers and fluvio-glacial deposit aquifers. The database is pro-
vided in Table 7.
Table 7
Principal data (locations, well names, confinement conditions, simplified lithologies and pumping test durations) and n-sequences of the pumping tests in the database. In the
fifth column, the letters in brackets refer to an evaluation of the quality of the signal: VG = very good, G = good, MG = mediocre-good, M = mediocre and U = either an undefinable
slope of the ds/dlogt signal or a slope that has not been considered as a flow dimension, but rather as a transition or a boundary effect.
Location Well name Confinement
conditions
Simplified lithology Sequence of n Pumping test
duration (min)
Mirabel (Quebec) Lésage – Alluvial deposits 6.2 (MG); 1.3 (G); 4 (M); 4100
Longue-Rive (Quebec) P-1 Confined Alluvial deposits 1.3 (M); 3 (VG); 2.7 (M); 4320
Longue-Rive (Quebec) P-2 Confined Alluvial deposits 3 (MG); 2.7 (G); 4320
Saint-Thomas-Didyme (Quebec) PU-1 Confined Alluvial deposits 2 (M); 1.5 (MG); 2 (MG); 4320
Saint Siméon (Quebec) P-1 Confined Alluvial deposits 2 (M); 4.7 (VG); 2.5 (MG); 0.8(G); 5490
La Malbaie; Rivière Malbaie (Quebec) PE-R1 Confined Alluvial deposits 1.3 (G); 2 (G); 5955
Abtibi-Teminscamingue (Quebec) PP-2 Confined Alluvial deposits 1.3 (G); 13105
Baie-Saint-Paul (Quebec) P-1 Confined (artesian) Alluvial deposits 1 (G); 3 (VG); 5810
Abtibi-Teminscamingue (Quebec) PP-4 Unconfined Alluvial deposits 1.3 (G); 1440
Abtibi-Teminscamingue (Quebec) PP-6 Unconfined Alluvial deposits 2 (MG); 0 (G); 1.3 (MG); 1440
La Malbaie; Joyeuse (Quebec) PP-5D Unconfined Alluvial deposits 3 (G); 1.7 (G); 0 (VG); 4320
Desbiens (Quebec) P-1 Unconfined Alluvial deposits 2 (G); 0.8 (G); 4320
Desbiens (Quebec) P-2 Unconfined Alluvial deposits 2 (M); 1 (G); 4320
La Baie (Quebec) PW-2004 Unconfined Alluvial deposits 1 (VG); 4320
Shipshaw (Quebec) PW-1 Unconfined Alluvial deposits 1 (VG); 4320
Abtibi-Teminscamingue (Quebec) PP-1 Unconfined Alluvial deposits 1.4 (G); 4320
Abtibi-Teminscamingue (Quebec) PP-3 Unconfined Alluvial deposits 1.3 (G); 4440
Abtibi-Teminscamingue (Quebec) 1/78 Unconfined Alluvial deposits 1.3 (G); 5280
Saint-Honoré (Quebec) PW-1 Unconfined Alluvial deposits 4 (G); 1 (G); 10142
Saint-Honoré (Quebec) PW-2 Unconfined Alluvial deposits 4 (M); 1 (G); 10142
Saint-Honoré (Quebec) PW-3 Unconfined Alluvial deposits 4 (G); 1 (G); 10142
Abtibi-Teminscamingue (Quebec) PS-1 Unconfined Alluvial deposits 1.3 (MG); 3 (MG); 0.6 (MG); 11520
Mirabel (Quebec) MT2 – Carbonates 2 (MG); 2.9 (G); 2880
Nord Pas-de-Calais (France) Monceau_SD2 – Carbonates 1 (VG); 2880
Mirabel (Quebec) StJanvHamel – Carbonates 1 (G); 2.8 (G); 1 (G); 4320
Mirabel (Quebec) GK42 – Carbonates 0.8 (M); 2.5 (G); 2 (G); 4441
Mirabel (Quebec) StAnne_G_P-8 – Carbonates 4 (G); 1.5 (VG); 2 (VG); 0(G); 9372
The Alpes (France) Fich_23 Confined Carbonates 1.6 (G); 0.8 (G); 4 (M); 1080
Mirabel (Quebec) R17 Confined Carbonates 2 (MG); 0 (MG); 2 (MG); 2880
Mirabel (Quebec) Bell Confined Carbonates 2 (VG); 4080
Mirabel (Quebec) Demix2 Confined Carbonates 2 (G); 3.8 (MG); 2 (MG); 4295
La Malbaie; Joyeuse (Quebec) PP-6R Confined Carbonates 1.8 (G); 1 (M); 4320
Mirabel (Quebec) Chatam Confined Carbonates 2.4 (G); 3.5 (G); 4320
Mirabel (Quebec) Greenalko Confined Carbonates 2.3 (G); 2 (G); 4320
Mirabel (Quebec) Leclerc Confined Carbonates 2 (M); 0 (M); 1.6 (G); 4320
Mirabel (Quebec) StJanv_G_Stja2 Confined Carbonates 0.6 (G); 4 (MG); 10245
Mirabel (Quebec) Hamel Confined Carbonates 0.5 (G); U ((U)); 10259
Nord Pas-de-Calais (France) StHil_F3 Semi Confined Carbonates 1.2 (G); 2 (VG); 720
Nord Pas-de-Calais (France) Lim_PZ6 Semi Confined Carbonates 3 (VG); 0.8 (VG); 4 (M); 1444
Nord Pas-de-Calais (France) Maubeuge_FE2 Semi Confined Carbonates 0 (MG); 4 (MG); 0 (MG); 2520
Midi-Pyrenees (France) Combes Semi Confined Carbonates 2 (MG); 0 (MG); 2620
Midi-Pyrenees (France) Faha Semi Confined Carbonates 0.8 (G); 3 (MG); 2 (MG); 2955
Nord Pas-de-Calais (France) Bachan Semi Confined Carbonates 2.5 (G); 4320
Kef (Tunisie) Ain_Chaam Unconfined Carbonates 2 (G); 5 (M); 2 (G); 240
Mirabel; St Eustache (Quebec) SE5 Unconfined Carbonates 0.6 (MG); 3.5 (MG); 333
Nord Pas-de-Calais (France) Monceau_FE1 Unconfined Carbonates 1.6 (M); 2.8 (G); 2880
Kef (Tunisie) Ain_Mizeb Unconfined Carbonates 0.8 (M); 4 (G); 2 (G); 4317
Isle-aux-Coudres (Quebec) PE-1 Unconfined Carbonates 1.5 (GM); 4320
Mirabel (Quebec) Mbarette – Carbonates + Alluvial deposits 1.5 (MG); 2.5 (G); 1.2 (G); 4320
Mirabel (Quebec) 1_87 Confined Carbonates + Alluvial deposits 2.5 (G); 0 (MG); 2 (G); 4080
Saint-Félicien (Quebec) PE-3 Confined Carbonates + Alluvial deposits 1.7 (G); 2.5 (G); 4345
Pays de la Loire (France) Mout_3 – Crystalline rocks 3.2 (VG); 900
Pays de la Loire (France) Mout_2 – Crystalline rocks 3 (M); 4 (MG); 1.5 (G); 900
Lozère (France) LaNarce – Crystalline rocks 3.4 (G); 4 (M); 2970
Mirabel (Quebec) PA-2 – Crystalline rocks 0.8 (G); 2.5 (G); 1 (G); 4320
Mirabel (Quebec) Oka1 – Crystalline rocks 2.5 (MG); 0 (G); 4320
Pays de la Loire (France) Mout Confined Crystalline rocks 2.5 (G); 0.5 (G); 2 (G); 900
La Malbaie; Kane (Quebec) PK-2R Confined Crystalline rocks 0.6 (M); 2.5 (G); 2 (M); 4320
La Malbaie; Kane (Quebec) PK-3R Confined Crystalline rocks 1 (VG); 2 (M); 4.6(VG); 4320
La Malbaie; Kane (Quebec) PK-8R Confined Crystalline rocks 1.2 (G); 4 (G); 1 (MG); 4320
La Malbaie; Saint-Fidèle (Quebec) PP-3 Confined Crystalline rocks 2 (G); 1.5 (G); 4320
Les Escoumins (Quebec) F-5 Confined Crystalline rocks 1.5 (MG); 2 (VG); 2.7 (G); 4(M); 4320
Saint-Aimé-des-Lacs (Quebec) F-1R Confined Crystalline rocks 1.7 (G); 2.5 (G); 4320
Petit-Saguenay (Quebec) P-1 Confined Crystalline rocks 1 (G); 1.7 (G); 2.5 (G); 4320
Ferland-et-Boileau (Quebec) PP Confined Crystalline rocks 1 (G); 1.7 (M); 4435
Saint-Irénée (Quebec) SI/FE-607 Confined Crystalline rocks 0 (G); 1.5 (VG); 0 (G); 8601
Pays de la Loire (France) Beaufou Confined (artesian) Crystalline rocks 1.7 (MG); 2.7 (MG); 1 (MG); 21153
La Malbaie; Saint-Fidèle (Quebec) P-3 Confined Crystalline rocks 1 (G); 2280
Pays de la Loire (France) Frapp Semi-confined Crystalline rocks 1.4 (G); 2.8 (G); 900
La Malbaie; Joyeuse (Quebec) PJ-7R + PJ-6R Unconfined Crystalline rocks 3 (MG); 1.2 (VG); 2(G); 4320
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size the generally major prevalence of non-radial flow regimes in
nature, expressed by a wide diversity of n values. Indeed, the flow
dimension values obtained in this study range between 0 and 3.5
with 69 % of the 121 interpreted flow dimensions producing a
value for n that is different from 2.
A key element of information obtained in this study is that the
flow dimension analysis delivers results that are significantly dif-
ferent from one geological setting to another in terms of n values,
variability of the duration of n and n sequences. More particularly,
the most statistically significant flow dimensions (in terms of dura-
tion and frequency of occurrence) display a higher degree of corre-
lation with the geological conditions around the well. This shows
that the hydrodynamic interpretation of these flow dimensions
has a physical expression that may relates to the geological frame-
work. This confirms the positive association between conceptual
models and flow dimension analysis. For instance, faulted hard-
rock aquifers exhibit a high proportion of linear flow regimes,
which may express drawdown diffusion through vertical faults
embedded into no-flow boundaries, or one-dimensional flow con-
duits formed by an intersection of faults. Pumping tests performed
in altered crystalline rocks and thick alluvial aquifers preferentially
produce spherical and pseudo-spherical flow regimes. These can be
related to partial completion/penetration of wells or partial screen-
ing effects, which produce point sources generating spherical
equipotential surfaces or any aquifer’s configurations that may
lead to a proportional relation of the cross-flow area A(r) and r2.
Fluvio-glacial aquifers exhibit a high frequency of single-stage lin-
ear or pseudo-linear responses. These were related to channelized
shapes typical of fluvio-glacial environments, such as eskers or
micro-cross flows which result from internal heterogeneities
within the granular layers. It is interesting to note that, contrary
to common opinion, the radial flow assumption is in many cases
not suitable to model granular aquifers of the database. Finally,
carbonate-rock aquifers exhibit a high proportion of radial flow
regimes, interpreted either as the influence of conductive horizon-
tal strata or of large-scale equivalent continuous media.
The use of derivative data allows for a much greater degree of
uniqueness of the interpretative type-curves as compared to
drawdown-only. Observing similar flow dimensions in different
geological facies raises the issue of non-uniqueness of the log-
derivative signal. For instance, linear flow regimes have been
observed in both fractured rock and fluvio-glacial-deposit aquifers.
As stated by Mattar (1997), several conceptual models predict
identical ds/dlogt type-curves, but the estimated aquifer parame-
ters (geometry, hydraulic properties) will be very different from
one model to the other. Massonnat and Bandiziol (1991) and
Liang et al. (2012) point out the critical insights regarding the geo-
logical context to take into account when choosing the adequate
analytical model. An interesting continuity of this paper would
be to review all the sequences of n that are observed in nature
and analytically modeled, in order to assess the potential advan-
tages of using the n-sequential approach to improve the unique-
ness of ds/dlogt interpretations.
Finally, our compilation revealed that in natural aquifers, radial
flow regimes occur quite infrequently, representing, overall, 31 %
of the flow regimes that were interpreted for this study. Most of
the radial flow dimensions were generally observed at early times
and were mostly related to a short and noisy signal. In view of
these results, it is remarkable that most interpretative models
available in the literature describe various types of combined or
modified but still radial behaviors, within the radial interpretative
framework. This demonstrates that current and common interpre-
tations, using either Theis or Theis-derived models, are in fact
hydraulic approximations as they do not account for the real
dimension of flow in aquifers. This calls in question the reliabilityof any interpretative model that does not integrate a flow dimen-
sion analysis. New knowledge about occurrences of n in nature
may provide impetus to the development of new non-radial flow
conceptual models more representative of observed real situations
and, more globally, to further research on the flow dimension
parameter. The analysis and interpretation of aquifers based on
the results of pumping tests might in fact be in its infancy.
A common, yet non-consensual, conceptual interpretation of
fractional flow dimension consists in relating it to a gain or a loss
of connections in fractures networks with increasing investigation
scale (e.g. Leveinen, 2000). However, our compilation of n-values
occurrences in various geological contexts indicate that such frac-
tional flow dimensions do not occur more likely in hard-rock than
in granular settings (Fig. 10). This leads to consider other avenues
than fractured networks for the conceptual interpretation of frac-
tional flow regimes. Furthermore, the database highlighted corre-
lations between some fractional n values and leakage. In fact,
some sub-radial (e.g. n = 1.3), sub-spherical (e.g. n = 2.5) and
hyper-spherical (e.g. n = 3.5) flow dimensions seem to be related
to conceptual models, which are influenced by leakage and which
were expected to produce respectively, a linear, a radial and a
spherical flow dimension. It has already been established that a
vertical fault (expected to induce a linear flow dimension) which
is supplied by the matrix produces a bilinear flow dimension (n
= 1.5) (Rafini and Larocque, 2009). We planned to numerically
investigate the issue of leakage in order to confirm our assump-
tions based on field observations.
From a more practical viewpoint, we now know with more cer-
tainty that automatically assuming that a flow regime is radial may
lead practitioners to over- or under-estimate the hydraulic proper-
ties of the aquifers they are studying. Non-radial flow regimes will
typically generate investigation areas whose shape is different
from that of a regular circle produced by a cylindrical-radial flow.
Consequently, in most real-life cases, WHPA delineation may be
significantly biased because of erroneous postulates regarding flow
dimension regimes. When a radial flow is observable on a log-log
plot of ds/dlogt, the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer is
accurately estimated when using the radial derivative analysis
(Eq. (14)). Aquifer evaluation may be improved by analysing the
duration and sequences of the flow dimension as it directly relates
to the geometrical diffusion of the pressure front-pulse. Further
research work is needed in order to develop equations that esti-
mate the hydraulic properties of a non-radial flow regime aquifer
and to better understand the physical meaning of fractional flow
dimensions. Finally, we recommend improving hydrogeological
pumping test practices through the inclusion of the flow dimen-
sion analysis in the pumping test interpretation. In particular, both
the head and the pumping rate should be accurately measured
using a logarithmic time step. It should be remembered that the
derivative signal is very sensitive to small variations of the draw-
down and the pumping rate. Pumping rate adjustments will gener-
ate noise in the derivative signal and pumping rate drifts can
induce an apparent flow dimension, which is different from the
equivalent constant-rate flow dimension.
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